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=Abstract ~

In examining some exact solutions of Einstein's field equations, the main approach used

here is to study the geodesic motion of light, and sometimes test particles. Difficulties in

solving the geodesic equations are avoided by using computer algebra to solve the

equations numerically and to plot them in two- or three-dimensional diagrams.

Interesting features revealed by these diagrams may then be investigated analytically.

Application of this technique to the van Stockum solution for a rotating dust cylinder

and to Bonnor's rotating dust cloud seems to reveal different constraints on the spatial

distribution of geodesics with different parameters. Analysis then continns that, in the

highest mass van Stockum case, null geodesics in the vacuum exterior are radially

confined according to their initial conditions. Null geodesics plotted in Bonnor's dust

cloud seem to be repelled before they can reach the centre. Although there is no event

horizon, analysis reveals a central region which cannot be penetrated by light from

spatial infinity and from which light cannot escape to spatial infinity.

The gravitomagnetic clock effect is studied in van Stockum spacetime. The effect is

found to be frame dependent and can be reduced to zero by a suitable coordinate

transformation.
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,....Chapter 1 --

Introduction

InDecember 1915, Karl Schwarzschild found the first exact solution of Einstein's field

equations of gravitation. He sent the solution to Einstein who, in acknowledging the

manuscript, wrote to Schwarzschild [17]: "I have read your paper with the greatest

interest. I had not expected that one could formulate the exact solution of the problem so

simply."

In 1997, the Editorial Board of the journal Classical and Quantum Gravity augmented

its instructions to referees with the warning: "The discovery of a new exact solution does

not justify publication simply for its own sake. Justification for publishing a new solution

would be provided by showing, for example, that it has an interesting physical

application or unusual geometrical properties, or that it illustrates an important

mathematical point. "

Evidently, by 1997, there was no shortage of exact solutions. There are many solutions

but not many are well known. In the introduction to a review article on time-independent

solutions, Bonnor [39] wrote: "Relativists have not been diligent in interpreting solutions

of Einstein's equations. Thus in the book of exact solutions [32] one finds many whose

physical meaning is unknown or only partially understood. "

It was Bonnor's review article which provided both the stimulus and the starting point

for this thesis, which seeks to increase understanding of some rotating solutions largely

by examination of the geodesic motion of light and test particles. In Bonnor's estimation

"....the essence of interpretation is to understand the sources in the exact solutions." A

substantial part of this work is devoted to the cylindrically symmetric van Stockum

solution [3], a complete solution for a rotating dust interior with a vacuum exterior, and

to a related solution for an axially symmetric, rotating dust cloud which was found by

Bonnor [40]. Although cylindrical and axial symmetry require precise definition in

general relativity (see reference [21], for example), the intuitive definitions, whereby
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cylindrical symmetry is a particular case of axial symmetry, the latter describing any

shape that is symmetric about the rotation axis, are also applicable in discussing van

Stockum's and Bonnor's solutions.

The original proposal for this research project stated the intention of investigating the

possible physical relevance of some exact solutions of Einstein's field equations of

gravitation. When listing the requirements for starting work, it was stated that 'perhaps

computing facilities will be needed'. In the event, computing became the central and

indispensable tool for completing the work and algebraic computing was exploited

extensively. The software programs used were Mathematica [6] and MathTensor [7].

The latter, as its name suggests, is designed to do tensor analysis. It works within

Mathematica which is general purpose mathematical software with good graphics

capabilities. The graphical and numerical capabilities of Mathematica were as useful as

its algebraic ones. Details of some of the computing routines used are shown in

Appendix At.

Such are the graphics capabilities of Mathematica that it soon became obvious that a

method of plotting geodesics for a given metric would be very useful. Initially, a method

was devised for plotting individual geodesics in Schwarzschild spacetime. The method

was improved and elaborated with use, and with application to more mathematically

complicated metrics. Eventually, it became straightforward to calculate multiple

geodesics with finely specified initial conditions and to plot them in a variety of ways.

One of the facilities of Mathtensor is to calculate the various tensor components for a

given metric and to store them in a file. This file can be used, for example, by the

geodesics plotting routine (using Mathematicay; or to calculate the algebraic and

differential invariants (using Math Tensor). In addition, Mathematica was used for all

sorts of other mathematical procedures, especially algebraic manipulation and

simplification.

The ability to plot both null and timelike geodesics makes it possible to do 'virtual'

experimental physics in spacetimes which may be quite awkward to handle analytically.

It is necessary only to know the metric coefficients in the coordinate frame of interest

and to be able to specify initial conditions in a consistent manner. In this way it was
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discovered that there was something odd about the van Stockum case III metric, in that

the radial ranges of even null geodesics seemed to be restricted. Thus 'from experiment'

it seemed almost certain that there was a maximum radial range for geodesics leaving

the dust cylinder. This gave encouragement to the more difficult task of demonstrating

the putative phenomenon analytically.

Although experience gained with the van Stockum metric was useful, the first

geodesics plotted for Bonnor's rotating dust cloud metric were harder to interpret. The

axially symmetric dust cloud had to be investigated in three dimensions, not two as with

van Stockum's cylindrical solution. Outwards-going geodesics seemed to have no radial

restriction and the central region was a problem. Geodesics could not be plotted from

there since the tP coordinate is timelike in that region. All inwards-going geodesics

seemed to be repelled from the central region. The eventual, analytical, description of

the 'central separate zone' helped to explain some characteristics of the geodesics and

was a surprising discovery in itself. Here was a region of spacetime which null geodesics

cannot penetrate and from which null geodesics cannot escape.

The van Stockum solution of Einstein's gravitational equations represents a rigidly

rotating dust cylinder of infinite length together with an associated exterior metric.

Although the complete solution was new in 1937, both the interior and exterior metrics

were already known as separate solutions. The following three sections give an outline of

the three relevant papers to give a setting to the more detailed examination of the

solution that follows. An outline of Bonnor's axially symmetric dust cloud solution is

given in the last section.

1.1 Lanczos, 1924

The interior metric of van Stockum's solution was originally found by Lanczos [1] in

1924 and was the first exact solution of Einstein's equations with a rotating matter source.

Lanczos had been corresponding with Einstein since 1919 and became his assistant, for

one year from November 1928, working on unified field theory [23]. He regarded his

discovery as a cosmological solution at a time when the universe was thought to consist
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solely of the Milky Way galaxy; indeed, he was guided partly by physical intuition, with

a view to modelling the galaxy, when finding the solution.

The title of Lanczos's paper is 'On a Stationary Cosmology in the Sense of Einstein's

Theory of Gravitation'. Lanczos's definition of 'stationary' differs from the modem

definition to be described later. in Section 2. Lanczos wrote "A world is to be considered

stationary in the sense of general relativity if the coefficients of its metric are

independent of time in a coordinate system in which the masses are at rest on average."

In such a solution, a test particle initially at rest in the coordinate system remains at rest.

He went on to say "...there are no stationary solutions which are also spherically

symmetric for the original field equations." This is what led Einstein to introduce the

cosmological constant A into the field equations [22]. The matter density and the overall

mass in Einstein's cosmological solution are determined by .t Lanczos had been uneasy

because the value of A required to account for the observed universe, which at the time

was thought to be 'static', seemed to arise by coincidence. His cosmological solution, for

the equations with A = 0, needed no such coincidence.

The choice of a stationary metric leads to a general form for the line element,

d? = da-2 + 2 g14 dxl dt + 2 g24 d_x2 dt + 2 g34 cJx3 dt - &2, (1)

where du2 is the quadratic form of the space variables and the gi4 are independent of the

time-like coordinate t. Lanczos first took the field equations with zero cosmological

constant.

R;k = Ttk - t gik T, (2)

and considered the individual stars to be so far apart as to have no influence on each

other, enabling him to use the energy-momentum tensor for non-interacting dust,

(3)

where p is the proper mass density and tI is the dust four-velocity. Since the matter is at

rest in the coordinate frame, the only non-zero component is ]44.

Lanczos then showed that the matter density in a stationary world must be positive so

that the mutual gravitational interaction of matter is attractive, not repulsive, an

indication that his solution might have physical relevance. Observing that the Milky Way
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galaxy, although not spherically symmetric, had approximate rotational symmetry,

Lanczos then chose one of the coordinates to be an angular variable x3 = ¢, so that the

metric coefficients become functions of xl and xl only. By suitable transformations of ¢

and t, g13 = gl4 = O.Further simplification comes from setting g23 = g24 = ° and from

choosing isotropic coordinates for xl and x2 whereby gIl = g22 and gl2 = O.

After all these simplifications, the line element becomes

(4)

r being the radial coordinate and ¢ the angular coordinate, such that ° :s ¢ s 2 1C. The

notation is that of van Stockum, for consistency with the remainder of the thesis. Four

field equations remain to be solved with three unknown functions to be found, but only

three of the equations are independent.

By solving the field equations, and by setting the only parameter equal to one, Lanczos

defined a 'natural unit of length' and obtained the line element for his cylindrical

cosmological solution,

cJs2 = exp( - ?)(ctz2+ d?) +?(1 - ?) d¢2 + 2 ? d¢dt - d?, (5)

noting the coordinate condition L + M2 = ,2 and the mass density p = 4 exp,2.

The radial distance s, to any given r, is given by

(6)

and a plot of s, for 0 s r s 10, is given in Figure 1.1,

s

2 4 6 8 10 r
Figure 1.1Radial distance s in the Lanczos metric.
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Since erf(oo) = 1, then as r -+ 00, S -+ ~1r/2, so the metric is finite in the r direction.

Since the mass density p = 4 exp,2-+ 00 as r -+ 00, s is also limited for physical reasons.

Lanczos noted that the determinant of the spatial part of the metric is zero at r = 1 and

negative for r > 1 but implied that this was not necessarily of physical significance.

When considering the van Stockum solution, we shall find reasons to restrict attention to

metrics with ar < 1which is equivalent to r < 1 in Lanczos's solution.

Exploring the physical relevance of his solution, Lanczos investigated the null

geodesics and found that any geodesic starting from the axis of symmetry had a limited

radial range. This phenomenon was rediscovered and elaborated by Opher, Santos and

Wang [2] in 1996. Introducing a cosmological constant, Lanczos repeated his

calculations and, in one case, reproduced Einstein's cosmological solution [22]. In the

remainder of the paper, he explored the physical attributes of the solution with an eye to

their relevance to the galaxy and even discussed the possibility of astronomical

verification.

1.2 Lewis, 1932

Lanczos had come to an axially symmetric metric in his attempt to model the Milky Way

galaxy, specialising to cylindrical symmetry for simplicity. Lewis's paper deals with

axial symmetry from the start, generalising already-existing work on static axially

symmetric solutions to include rotating situations. To quote Lewis [4], "The problem of

axially symmetric fields was first treated by Weyl ..." [24], then slightly differently by

Levi-Civita [25] who "...discussed fully the case in which the field is produced by an

infinite cylinder." Those papers dealt with exact static solutions. Lewis also mentioned

Lanczos's cosmological solution and then went on to present his own exact solutions for

stationary, vacuum, axially symmetric spacetimes. (From this section onwards, the term

'stationary' has its modem meaning). Lewis's solutions contain the Weyl and Levi-Civita

solutions as special cases.

Lewis obtained his field equations for the vacuum using the variational principle on an

action function derived from the general form of the axisymmetric line element,
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ru.2 = expjz (dx1l +expv(<Jx2)2 +L (~)2 +2M ~dx4 -F (dx4/, (7)

where xl = 0 is the axis of symmetry, .x3 is a periodic coordinate varying from 0 to 21l'

and x4 is the time coordinate. The metric coefficients are functions of xl and x2. The

determinant of the metric is given by

g = -,.2 exp(J.L+ v), where,.2 = F L +M2 .

Note that r is simply being used as a symbol at this stage.

After finding five field equations, which he simplified by setting v = J.L, Lewis noticed

(8)

that three of them are invariant under a transformation of the type

(9)

Also, subtracting the other two equations gave a simple equation in r,

r,ll + r,22 = 0, (10)

where the suffix 1 denotes differentiation with respect to xl etc. Hence if z is the

conjugate of r, the following identification can be made,

r + ; z = xl + ;x2, (11)

and the usual r and z cylindrical coordinates may thereby be defined.

Several special solutions of the vacuum field equations R;k = 0 were investigated. In

one case, Lewis found the vacuum field later discovered by van Stockum to be generated

by an infinite rotating cylinder,

(12)

wherev = J.L, K = (l_w2rlJ2, E = 1- k

and K, W, E, k, PI, /12and ro are all constants .

The constant ro is inessential and could be absorbed into PI and /12. The constant k is

arbitrary and although real here, can be imaginary. When W = 0, the solutions reduce to

those of Levi-Civita for the field of the infinite, static cylinder, so w, which is

dimensionless, is a measure of rotational angular velocity. The constant E is also
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dimensionless and is proportional to the mass per unit length of the source cylinder.

Constants PI and 132 seem not to have such direct physical relevance. In fact, PI is

dimensionless and almost equal to unity, whereas /32 has units of reciprocal length and

"Newtonian theory gives no indication of its magnitude".

Another of Lewis's cylindrical solutions, also used by van Stockum, has the form

F = (a12 - b12) rcosl/l - 2 al bl rsinl/l,

L = - (a22 - b22) rcosl/l + 2 a2 bz r sinl/l,

M = - (al a2 - bI b2)' cosl/l + (al bz + bI a2) ,sinl/l,
(13)

where v = J1 and 1/1 = - k' loge, / '0) .

The choice of constants at and ht, where i = 1,2, is arbitrary except for the condition

al h2 - az bi = 1. There is no correspondence to a static solution, i.e. M= 0 everywhere,

for any choice of at and b.:

Both of the above cases appear, in different forms, in van Stockum's paper and the

parameters of Lewis's solutions are still a topic of interest to researchers, with recent

papers by de Silva et al [26], [27] and by MacCallum and Santos [28].

1.3 van Stockum, 1937

In 1937, van Stockum [3] re-discovered the infinite rotating cylinder metric as a

particular case of a more general class of axially symmetric rotating dust solutions.

Although it had been found previously by Lanczos, van Stockum went further by

matching it to stationary, cylindrically symmetric vacuum metrics obtained by Lewis. He

found that there are 'two essentially different types of external field' according to the

characteristics of the cylinder. In more recent years, a number of papers dealing with the

peculiarities of the van Stockum solution have been published, the most comprehensive

being that of Bonnor [5] in 1980. Bonnor called the two types of vacuum exterior 'case r
and 'case nr, with 'case ITbeing the intermediate situation, and a limiting case of either
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of the other two.

Although van Stockum acknowledged the work of Lewis in finding the exterior

metrics, he made no mention of Lanczos. Like Lewis, van Stockum was examining

stationary, axially symmetric solutions themselves, not modelling a particular physical

situation. Starting with a long geometrical definition of axial symmetry and by using

suitable coordinate transformations, van Stockum arrived at a general form for the

axially symmetric line element,

cJs2 = exp[2'1' (xl, xl)] [(dx1)2 + (~l] + L(xl, xl) (dx3l +

2 M(xl, xl) dx3 dx4 - F(x1, x2) (dx4l,
where x3 and x4 are the angular (azimuth), and time coordinates respectively. From this

(14)

metric, he calculated the non-zero components of the Ricci tensor.

For the energy tensor, van Stockum considered a distribution of dust particles rotating

around the axis of symmetry on circular (Xl = constant, X2 = constant) paths in space.

The particles were assumed to be non-interacting so that the circular paths are geodesics

in spacetime. The energy tensor is thus

(15)

where p is the proper mass density and tI is the non-interacting particle four-velocity.

Having calculated the non-zero components of the 1" k, van Stockum simplified their

form by transforming to a coordinate frame in which the particles are at rest.

Like Lewis, van Stockum then transformed to r, z cylindrical coordinates as shown in

equation (11), above. Thus he solved the field equations

1R,k = T;k - "2g; k T,

giving, in cylindrical polar coordinates,

(16)

cJs2 = exp[2 'I'(r, z)] (&2 + &2) + (,2 - Mtr, z) 2) dJp2 +

2Mtr, z) dJpdt - ~,
(17)

where - 00 < z < 00,0 s r < 00, 0 s ¢J s 2 1C (the hypersurfaces ¢J = 0 and ¢J = 2n being

identified), - 00 < t < 00 and where M is any solution of
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M" 0M", + M,zz - - = ,
7

(18)

which is one of the field equations. The function 'l' may be found from two more of the
field equations

'P ,r = M" M,z= - 27 (19)

In light of equation (18), the integrability condition for equations (19) is satisfied, so that

M may be found just from (18). Note that in solving the field equations, L became

dependent onM due to the coordinate condition r- = F L +M2.

To consider the particular case of a cylindrical solution, van Stockum supposed M to

be a function of 7 only, which results in M= a ,.2, a being the integration constant. Hence

the line element for the infinite dust cylinder, in the rest frame of the dust,

d? = exp(-if ,.2)(&2+ d?) +,.2(1-if ,.2)d4J2 +

2 a ,.2dtPdt - cJt2 .
(20)

This is like Lanczos's line element except that Lanczos set the rotation parameter a = 1,

thus defining the unit of length. Although van Stockum left a unspecified, he wanted to

keep the coefficient of &p2 > O. Thus a and 7 can have any values provided that the

product ar < 1.

Using Lewis's vacuum solution, but obtaining it by a method more convenient for

finding constants, by using boundary conditions, van Stockum obtained his cylindrical

vacuum solution by putting p = 0 in the field equations and proceeding with the

requirement that the vacuum metric should match the interior metric at the surface of the

dust cylinder. His method was to solve the field equations by equating the known

boundary conditions and their first differentials for the interior with their unknown

equivalents for the exterior, then solving for the metric coefficients. The exterior thus

obtained has two parameters, a as before and R, the radial coordinate of the boundary

between the interior and the exterior, and its form differs from that found by Lewis.
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The line element may be written in several ways, making it more or less convenient

for different purposes. The following has the advantage of encapsulating cases I, II and

III in one expression,

d? =H(r)(d?+ d?) +L(r)d4} +2 M(r)d¢Jdt-F(r) dF, (21)

where - 00 <z < 00, O::s r < 00, 0 ::s ¢ ::s2 n and - 00 < t < 00, with

( 1)(r)t(4n2-1)
H(r) = exp n2 - '4 Ii '

(4 n2 + 3) r R coshA (12 n2 + 1) rR sinhA
L(r) = 4 + 8n

(22)

M(r) = .y 1 - 4 n2 r coshA .y 1 - 4 n2 r sinhA
2 + 4n '

F(r) = r sinhA _ r coshA
2nR R

where

(23)

In case I, 1/4 > n2 > 0 and in case Ill, - 3/4 < n2 < O.Thus in terms of the metric

parameters, case I has 0 < aR < 112and case III has 112< aR < 1. Case n is obtained by

taking the limit of either case I or case In as n -+ 0, whereby aR -+ 112.Although n is

imaginary in case III, the metric functions are nevertheless real. Both the interior and the

exterior solutions are examined in subsequent chapters.

Lewis's equations (12) and (13) give the case I and case Ill versions of equations (22)

when the appropriate choice of constants is made. For example, putting the (real)

constants

(24)
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1 (4m+V4m2+1)R
hI = h2 =

2 ~ m (2m +V4 m2 + 1) R ' 4 ~ m (2m +V4 m2 + 1) R '

k' = -2m, ro= R,

where m = i n, into equations (13), when - 3/4 < n2 < 0, gives the case III version of

equations (22).

1.4 Bonnor, 1977

By supposing M in equation (17) to be a function only of r, van Stockum obtained his

solution for an infinite cylinder of dust. Bonnor [40], in finding an axially symmetric

rotating dust cloud solution, made M, a solution of equation (18), a function of both r

andzwith

(25)

so that

'P = h2,2 (,2 - 8 z2)
2R8 '

where h is the rotation parameter. The density of the dust is given by

(26)

exp (- 'I') h2 (,2 + 4 z2)
p = 2 1{R8 .

Note that R here is different from the R in the van Stockum solution.

This is one of a family of dust cloud solutions and it has the properties that, as R -+ 00,

(27)

the density of the dust tends to zero and the metric tends to Minkowski values. There is,

however, a singularity at the origin. An intriguing feature of Bonn or's dust cloud is that it

has no Newtonian equivalent, since that would collapse due to the density gradient

parallel to the axis of rotation.



,....,Chapter 2,....,

Mathematical preliminaries

2.1 Killing vectors and conserved quantities

In simple terms, both the dust cylinder and dust cloud metrics are 'stationary' in the

sense that their rotations are unvarying. A metric is stationary if, in some coordinate

system(s), the metric functions are independent of time, so that if x4 is the time

coordinate,

(1)

where the symbol == means that the equation holds only in a particular coordinate system.

Defining the vector field Xi = 01 and taking the Lie derivative of gik with respect to

Xi gives

£Xg;k = xmg;k,m+g;mX~k+gkmX~t == O!'gtk,m = g;k,4 = 0, (2)

where commas indicate partial derivatives, and the Einstein summation convention is

used. Since £x gj k = 0 are Killing's equations,

(3)

then X i must be a Killing vector field. Thus a coordinate-independent definition of a

stationary metric is a metric that admits a timelike Killing vector field.

In addition, if

XU,k Xm] = 0, (4)

where the square brackets indicate skew symmetrization, then the Killing vector field is

hypersurface-orthogonal and the spacetime is known as 'static'. In coordinate notation, if

x4 is the time coordinate, then the spacetime is static if the metric functions are

independent of time and in some coordinate system(s) there are no cross terms in dx4dx',
where; = 1,2,3.
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Closely connected with Killing vectors are the conserved quantities associated with

null and timelike geodesics, the constants of the motion. This connection may be seen by

contracting the Killing vector Y with the tangent vector, u, to a geodesic, and taking the

directional derivative along the geodesic,

Vu(U.Y)= (Vuu)·Y + u·(VuY).

Since Vu U = 0 is the geodesic equation, and using the Killing equations (3),

(5)

(6)

the brackets in the subscript denoting symmetrisation. Thus Vu (u· Y) = 0 so that U· Y is a

constant along the geodesic.

2.2 The geodesic equations and null geodesics

The geodesic equations for a spacetime whose line element is given by

(7)

may be obtained from the Lagrangian Z, where

1 cJxi mk
.£ = "2 gj k dr dr "

and r is an affine parameter. This is demonstrated, for example, by Chandrasekhar [17].

(8)

Using the van Stockum line element, equation (21), from Section 1.3,

ru2 = H(r) (cl.? + ci?) + L(r) dqJ2 + 2 M(r) dqJ dt - F(r) cIr, (9)

and the coordinate condition

(10)

the Euler-Lagrange equations

~ (a~)_ a.£ = 0 where i = d1
ds a~ ax;' ds '

give, since the metric coefficients are functions only of r, the geodesic equations

(11)
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t!H'
~ = --H-'

-p F' -P H' +z2 H' +¢? L' +2i¢M'
2H'1=

(12)
i/> = t(i(M F' -F M') -(p(F L' +M M'»

r2 '

1= _ t(¢(M L' -LM')+i(LF' +M M'»
r2 '

where the dashes indicate differentiation with respect to r and superior dots indicate

differentiation with respect to an affine parameter.

The corresponding constants of the motion along any geodesic, which were described

in the context of Killing vectors in the previous section, may be easily calculated as first

integrals of the geodesic equations, using Mathematica. They are

Pz =H!, P~=Mi+L(p, E = Fi-M (p, (13)

where Pz, P,p and E may be interpreted (at least, when F> 0) as linear momentum in the

z direction, angular momentum and energy, respectively, of photons or test particles. In

consequence of equations (13) and the coordinate condition (10), it follows that

(P,p) (L M)((P) . 1 (F M)-E = M-F i ~«(pt)=-;.r(Pif'-E)M_L· (14)

Since null geodesics have M = 0, the line element (9) for null geodesics may be

written

Since H is always positive, and using (14),

It follows that everywhere on a given null geodesic,

£2 L + 2 EM P,p - F P; ~ o.
To have the equality condition in (17) requires! = r = 0 since H =1= o.

(17)
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2.3 The nature of the van Stockum t and tfJ coordinates

Much of the analysis and all of the numerical work (see Appendix 1) of this thesis

requires orthonormal bases composed of three spacelike coordinate vectors and one

timelike coordinate vector. In the co-rotating coordinate frame (the rest frame of the dust

particles), the interior metric has three spacelike and one timelike coordinates where ar <

1, although the ¢J coordinate is timelike where ar > 1. The exterior metric usually seen in

the literature is in a reference frame in which the cylinder is at rest. In this frame, when

aR s 112(cases I and IT),the t coordinate is timelike close to the cylinder but is spacelike

above a certain value of r. When aR > 112(case ill), the t and ¢J coordinates are timelike

in some regions and spacelike in others, in all combinations.

Taking n to be a constant, van Stockum made use of coordinate transformations of

the form

z -+ Z, r -+ r, ¢J -+ ¢J +nt, t -+ t, (18)

which produce changes of angular velocity of the reference frame and result in new

metric functions such that

H -+H, L -+ L, M -+ M+fiL, F-+F - 2nM - fi2L. (19)

Such transformations are used in several places in the thesis.

2.3.1 The astronomical rest frame

Van Stockum found the transformation to what he called the 'astronomical rest frame for

the observer on the axis of symmetry', which gives a version of the case I exterior metric

in which t remains timelike throughout. For this observer, the angular velocities of test

particles in circular geodesic orbits (z = constant and r = constant, in either direction)

tend to become equal and opposite, and tend to zero, as r -+ 00. The case I circular

geodesics are studied in Chapter 5.

Using the metric equations (22) in Section 1.3, the case I metric functions in the co-

rotating frame may be written
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, 2 (r )-2c1R2 rRsinh(3e+8)
H(r) = exp( +a: R) R • L(r) = 2 sinh(2 e) coshs •

r sinh(e + 8) F() = r sinh(e - 8)
M(r) = sinh(2 e)' r R sinhe •

(20)

where 8=~1-4a2R2 log(i). e=tanh-I(~1-4a2R2)andO < aR < 1/2. Using

coordinate transformation (18), with I] given by (simplifying van Stockum's expression),

.0. = _ 2 sechE _
R (tanh e + 1)2

4a

2 •(~ 1 - 4 a2 R2 + 1)
(21)

gives the new metric functions, according to (19), whereby

H(r) = exp( -if R2) (!...)-2 cl R2. L(r) = r ~ sinh(3 E+ 8) •
R 2 slnh(2 E)cosh E

M(r) = - r • F(r) = 8 rcosh
2

e sinhe
exp(3 e - (}) R exp(3 e - 8)

(22)

Clearly, F(r) > 0 for all r in (22) and the t coordinate is timelike everywhere, whereas

F(r) in (20) changes sign where E= 8.

Taking case II to be the limit, as aR -+ 112, of case Iin the astronomical rest frame,

results in a null t coordinate.

2.3.2 The orbiting coordinate frame

Transformation to the astronomical rest frame results in a time like t coordinate at all r

only in case I. However, in case III only. it turns out that in the reference frame of an

observer in circular orbit (z = constant, r = constant) outside the cylinder. the metric

functions L and F alternate in sign but are always positive or negative together. Thus t is

timelike when ¢J is spacelike and vice versa as r increases. This enables the construction

of two orthonormal frames to specify initial conditions for case III geodesics throughout

the whole of the van Stockum exterior except where, in the transformed coordinates, L =
F=O.
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Although transformation (18) can be used directly to find a form of the metric in

which F oc L, so that t is timelike when ¢ is spacelike and vice versa, the n that results is

r-dependent. Also, the resulting metric functions don't have the particularly simple form

found in the orbiting frame, which is necessary for the calculations in Chapter 5.

Using the metric equations (22) from Section 1.3, the case illmetric functions in the

co-rotating frame may be written

H(r) = exp( -a'l R2) (Rr )-2'; R2, L(r) = r R.sin(3 e + B) ,
2 sm(2 e) cose

M(r) = rsin(e+ 0) F(r) = rsin(~- 0) ,
sin(2 e) , R sme

(23)

where B = .y 4 a2 R2 - 1 loge R)' e = tan-1(.y 4 a2 R2 -1) and 1/2 < aR < 1. To find

the transformation to the orbiting frame requires the expression for the angular velocity

of case illcircular timelike geodesics. This will be derived in Chapter 5, and is

&p 2a-=--=--=-------dt (2 a2 R2 - cot(O/2) tane - 1)
(24)

Putting dz = dr = 0 into the line element (9) gives, for circular geodesics,

<Js2 = L(r) d¢2 + 2 M(r) d¢ dt - F(r) &2 . (25)

For timelike geodesics, <Js2 = - d~ < 0, where, is proper time. Thus for an observer in

a circular orbit, we may write

(26)

Substituting from (23) and (24) gives the expression for circular timelike orbits in the co-

rotating frame, in terms of proper time:

d¢ 2 a sin(O/2) cote
d, = - .yr/R (27)

Equations (24) and (27) describe the same orbital angular velocities in terms of

coordinate time and proper time respectively. Equation (24) may be re-written as
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dt = (2a\~-1) dif>_ cot(f~tane d¢>

(2 a2 R2 - 1) cos(f)
== d¢>- d¢>.

2 a 2 a sine ~) cote

Since, from (27), dif>/dr= - 2 a sinef )cote ...JR / r , this leads to the transformation to the

(28)

orbiting frame, in which the proper time of the orbiting observer is also the coordinate

time of the transformed metric,

dz -+ dz dr -+ dr, d¢> -+ d¢>,

dt (2 a2 R2 -1) AA. COS(Oorb/2)d
-+ ~+ ~

2a ...Jrorb/R

where Oorb= tan e log(rorb/R) and rorb is the r coordinate of the orbiting observer. Re-

(29)

writing r as t,and writing the line element as

&2 = lI(r) (<Jr2 + &2) + l(r) d¢>2 + 2 MCr) d¢>dt - Per) d?, (30)

to distinguish it from the line element in co-rotating coordinates, the case ITI metric

functions in the orbiting frame are

(
r )-202 R2

lI(r) = exp(-if R2) R ' l(r) = r R sine sinte - 0),

MCr) = r -vx cos(e _ 0), P(r) = r X sin~e- 0) ,
R SIne

where X = R coS2(Oorb/2)/rorb.The coordinate condition becomes 1P + tl = ,2 X.

The nature of the t and if> coordinates changes at r values where I = F = 0 and this

(31)

happens where (e - 0) = k n, where k is an integer. From the metric equation (30) with

definitions (31), d¢>/dt for light with ~= r = 0 is given by

dif> -vx tan( E-(J ) d¢> -vx cot( E-(J )
_= 2and-=- 2.
dt R sine dt R sine

Thus d¢>/dt for light with ± = r = 0 tends to zero or infinity as 0 -+ e - k n. Where (J =

(32)

e - k n,both if> and t are null coordinates.

Taking case IT to be the limit, as aR -+ 112,of case ill in the orbiting frame, results in

a null if> coordinate.
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2.4 Orthonormal bases

Both for the analytical treatment of geodesics that follows and in the numerical solution

of the geodesic equations, it is useful to set up tetrad bases of four orthonormal vector

fields in regions where there are three spacelike and one timelike coordinates in some

coordinate frame. Two bases are required, one for geodesics originating in regions where

t is the timelike coordinate and another for those originating in regions where tfJ is the

timelike coordinate. The examples below use the general form of the van Stockum

metric (9).

2.4.1 t timelike, if> spacelike

Let Xz, Xr, Xf/Jand Xt denote the coordinate vector fields in a region where t is timelike.

Then, provided that L > 0, so that ¢ is a spacelike coordinate, an orthonormal basis is

given by

/: _ Xz /: _ Xr 1: _ Xf/J _ (L Xt - M Xf/J)
~z - _fTF ' ~r - _fTF' ~f/J- _rr ' ~t - -{I"'VH "'VH "'VL r L

(33)

Since F> 0, any null vector N can be written as

N = x (sinP~z+ cosc cosf3~r + sine cos{J~f/J+~,),

where x is a scale factor. Any timelike vector T can be written as

(34)

T = A, (vsinP~z+vcosa cos{J~r+vsina cosf3~f/J+~t), (35)

where A,2 = (1- vlf1and v is the speed (i.e. the modulus of the 3-velocity) of a test

particle such that 0 s v < 1. As shown in Figure 2.1, the angle that the perpendicular

projection of N and T on to the r, ¢ plane makes with ~r is a and the angle between the

vector and the plane is /3, so -1r sas n and -1r/2 s /3 s 1r/2.
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vector
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I___ I
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R _--- I
j-!, - - I--a-- I

- I
I

Figure 2.1 The angles a and {3where tis timelike and t/J is space like.

Applying this construction to geodesics gives functions aCT), {3(T) and X(T) or '\(T) along

the geodesics. Their relationship to z; 1',;p and i is shown by expressing Nand Tin terms

of the coordinate vectors:

N - ( sinf3Xz cosa cosf3Xr
-x {Ii + {Ii +

(sina cosf3- *)XiP ...[i Xt )
_Ir + ,
"VL r

(36)

T = 1 ( v sinf3Xz v cosa cosf3Xr
I\. ...[ij + {Ii +

(v sina cosf3- !f) XiP ...[i Xi )
_Ir + .
"VL r

(37)

Thus for null and timelike geodesics respectively,

_ sinf3 ~_ cosa cosf3
Z-X ...[ij"-x {Ii ,

. (sina cosf3- *) -{L
t/J=x .rr ,I=x-,

"VL r

_ 1 v sinf3 _ 1 V cosa cosf3
Z-I\. ...fii ,1'-1\. {Ii ,

. (v sina cosf3- ~)-{L
t/J=.\ 1=.\-.-{L r

(38)
and

(39)
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2.4.2 f/J timelike, t spacelike

In regions where ¢ is timelike (and t is spacelike) an orthonormal basis is given by

Xz X, -(F X~+MXt) X,
~z = Vii ' ~,= Vii' ~~= r 1=F ' ~t = 1=F . (40)

Any null vector N can be written as

N = x (sinp ~z + coso cos{3 ~r - sino cos{3 ~t +~~),

where x is a scale factor. Any timelike vector T can be written as

(41)

T = ,t (v sinp ~z + v coso cos{3 ~r - v sina cos{3~t +~~), (42)

where ,t = (1- v2fl/2and v is the speed of a test particle such that 0 s v < 1. As shown

in Figure 2.2, the angle that the perpendicular projection of N and T on to the r, t plane

makes with ~, is a and the angle between the vector and the plane is 13, so -lC sas lC

and -lC /2 s f3 s n /2 as before.

vector

Figure 2.2 The angles a and P where ¢ is timelike and t is spacelike.

Thus the vectors Nand Tmay be expressed in terms of the coordinate vectors:

N (
sin,BXz coso cos{3Xr

=x + -Vii Vii
(At- - sina cos{3)Xt ...r:::F X~ )

-~ + ,~-r r

(43)
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T = A( V sin,8Xz + V cosa cos/3Xr _
rn w
( !f:- - v sina cos/3)XI {-:::P X,)

~ + r '

(44)

and for null and timelike geodesics respectively,

sin,8 cosa cos/3
t=x -{ii' r=x W '

. _ (sina cosf3- !f:- ) J. _ -V-F
I-x _,--;:; ,'I'-X ,

"V-F r

_ 1 v sin,8 _ 1 V cosa cos/3~-/\W ,1'-/\ Vii '
• (V sino cosf3- Mr ) _ '--;:;F
I=A {-:::p • i=A "V-r .

-F r

(45)
and

(46)

2.S The signature of the van Stockum metric

The matrix of metric coefficients is

g = [I ~ ~!l'
o 0 M -F

(47)

so the eigenvalues of g are,

Al = H, A2 = H, A3 = ~ (L-F-~p2+2LF+L2+4M2),

.t. = ~ (L - F +~ p2 +2 L F +Ll +4M2 ).
(48)

Since, using the coordinate condition (10),

(49)

then A3 and .t. are always of opposite sign. As the signature of a metric is the number of

positive eigenvalues minus the number of negative eigenvalues at any point (see [18], for

example), the signature of the van Stockum metric must be the same everywhere.



,...,Chapter 3 ,...,

The geodesics plotting routine

Much of this thesis involves the investigation of various exact solutions of Einstein's

gravitational equations, and especially van Stockum spacetime, by examining null and

timelike geodesics. The geodesic equations may be solved numerically and plotted in a

variety of ways using Mathematica software [6]. At the beginning of this work, it was

hoped that studying the plots of geodesics would give clues to the nature of spacetimes

which could then be investigated and described analytically. This hope turned out not to

be ill-founded.

The routine for plotting geodesics in four dimensional spacetime. which is described

here. grew from a Mathematica method in the book by Gray [20] which shows how to

calculate and plot geodesics on 2-D surfaces in Euclidean space. Once the geodesic

equations are solved numerically, a geodesic is represented as a file of numbers giving

coordinate values over the range of affine parameter specified. There are then several

ways of representing the geodesic. For example. as well as straightforward plotting, an

impression of speeds of geodesics can be obtained by plotting with dots at equal intervals

of the affine parameter or at equal intervals of the coordinate time. Animated displays

can be made of cartoon-like sequences of geodesics plotted for progressively longer

times.

3.1 Schwarzschild geodesics

For the sake of familiarity, this section uses Schwarzschild spacetime in the first

example of the numerical solution of geodesic equations using Mathematica. The metric

in spherical polar coordinates may be written
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The geodesic equations are calculated from the metric using Mathematicds

variational calculus package, hence

i= 2Mtl ,
r(2M -r)

. (r - 2M)2 (M j2 +,3 [if + sin2 Oel?]) + M,.2 t2;=-------~----~~------~------r3(2M - r) ,

.. 2t8 .2o = -- + cosO sinO¢>,r
¢ = _ 2 (i' + r coW8) (P ,

r

(2)

superior dots indicating differentiation with respect to an affine parameter. If we choose

0= lr/2 when 8 = 0, then 0 = 0 and 0 = lr/2 always. Thus, without loss of generality, we

restrict attention to the hypersurface 0 = lr/2, using units such that c = G = 1. The

geodesic equations are then put into a file in a form more suitable for Mathematica to

handle (see Appendix A.l.l).

To solve the three geodesic equations numerically, initial values to, ro and ¢>omust be

specified together with to, to and (Po. The former three are straightforward choices but

the latter three are not so obvious. A useful way of specifying a geodesic, once the initial

position is chosen, is to give its initial direction, together with its initial velocity if it is a

timelike geodesic. To find to, to and (Po in terms of initial direction (and velocity), first

let Xr, X4Jand X, denote the coordinate vector fields in the hypersurface 0 = lr/2, so that

(
2M)-1 2M

g(Xr, Xr) = 1- -;:- •g(X4J, Xt/l) =,2, g(X" X,) = -( 1- -r-)'
g(Xr, X4J) = g(Xr, Xi) = g(Xt/l, Xi) = 0,

(3)

where g is the metric tensor. An orthonormal basis, for r > 2M, is given by

(4)

so that

g (~r, ~r) = g(~4J'~t/l) = I, g(~" ~t) = -1,
g(~r, ~t/l) = g(~r, ~t) = g(~4J'~t) = O.

(5)
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Consider a tangent vector to a geodesic and its perpendicular projection on to the r, f/J

plane. If Cl is the angle that the perpendicular projection makes with ~r, then any null

vector N can be written as

N = x (coso ~r + sino ~tP +~t), (6)

where <n S Cl S n, and x is a scale factor, and any timelike vector T can be written as

(7)

where =n S Cl S n, 0 S V < 1 and A =0- v2fl!2 and v is the modulus of the 3-velocity.

Applying this construction to geodesics gives functions X(T), A(T) and a(T), of the affine

parameter, along the geodesic. The relationships of x, A and a to r, (p and i may be shown

by first expressing N and T in terms of the coordinate vectors,

(gM .XtP X)N = x cosa 1 - - Xr + sma _ + t ,
r r ~ 1- 2~

(8)

T = A(VCOsa ~ \- 2M Xr+ vsino X~ + X, ).
r r ~I_ 2~

Then r, (p and i can be expressed in terms of the position and direction of the tangent

(9)

vector. Thus for null geodesics,

x
i = --;::===-

~I_ 2~ ,

and for timelike geodesics, where speed also must be specified,

[2M
r = x coso " 1- --;:- , (p= XSlna

r (10)

. ,\ v sinO'. ,\
t = ,\ v coso , f/J = , t = (11)

r ~I_ 2~

In this way, initial conditions for solving the geodesic equations may be more intuitively

specified by the direction in the coordinate frame, and the speed v for time like geodesics.

Once the choice of initial conditions and the specification of null or time like geodesic

are made, Mathematica can calculate a list of data points of t(T), r(T) and f/J(T) for the

range of parameter T that is specified. The list may then be used for plotting the geodesic
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in various ways.

Although radial distances between 71 and 72, for 7 > 2M, in the Schwarzschild metric

above are given by

[

2 [22M -1/2
d = grrl/2dr = (1 - -) dr,

rl rl 7
(12)

the geodesics are often plotted, for convenience, using the usual Cartesian coordinates

given by x = 7 sinOcoSl/J,y = 7 sinOcos¢Jand z = 7 cosO.For 7 < 2M, the 7 coordinate is

timelike. Putting M = 1, Figure 3.1 shows a timelike geodesic projected on to the

equatorial plane with 70 = 10, ao ~ 2.62 and Vo = 0.89, remembering that 7 is not radial

distance. The geodesic spirals into the event horizon at 7 = 2, where the coordinate

singularity prevents further numerical solution of the equations.

y

x

-2 o 2 4 6 8 10

Figure 3.1 A geodesic in the plane of 8 = rr/2.

The second example, Figure 3.2, shows the same timelike geodesic but this time

plotted with radial distances from the horizon calculated according to (12) above.

Calling the radial coordinate for this plot p and putting M = 1, the horizon is shown,

rather arbitrarily, at p = 2 and the relationship between 7 and p, is

(13)
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Figure 3.2 A geodesic in the plane of ()= n/2.

Both plotting methods are compromise attempts to illustrate geodesics ID curved

spacetime, the former having the advantage of simplicity.

Any coordinate along the geodesic may be plotted against any other or against the

affine parameter, proper time here, as in Figure 3.3. The left hand plot has an

approximately horizontal portion corresponding with the part of the geodesic which is

almost circular. The right hand plot shows the observed slowing of the test particle's

proper time as the event horizon is approached.

r
10

8

6

4

T

IS

10

5

-I-------___:~t
20 40 60 80

-¥--------t
20 40 60 80

Figure 3.3 Test particle r coordinate and proper time plotted against t.

By using an additional dimension, coordinate time t may be shown in the plot of the

geodesic and the event horizon is seen as a cylinder. Figure 3.4 is thus the spacetime

version of Figure 3.1.
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4 -2

80

Figure 3.4 The geodesic in the plane of ()= 1f/2 plotted against t.

3.2 Kerr geodesics

In Section 3.1, the method for finding and plotting Schwarzschild geodesics showed

mathematical expressions explicitly. This was done for transparency but was only

practical due to the relatively simple metric functions. The more complicated Kerr

metric functions are better represented symbolically, the Mathematica routines calling

up a file containing the actual metric functions as required. Thus we use, for the Kerr

line element in spherical polar coordinates,

&2 = A (r, () cJr2 + B(r, () dfil + Fir, () d¢J2+
2 Jtr, () d¢J dt +Ktr, () &2, (14)

where A, B, F, J and K are defined in a Mathematica file as the Kerr metric functions.

The file containing the geodesic equations in terms of A, B, F, J and K is shown in

Appendix A.l.2 and the explicit forms of the functions are called up when the file is

used.

The initial conditions 1'0, 80, ¢Jo and to for timelike geodesics may be found as follows.
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Let Xr, Xo, X~ and X, denote the coordinate vector fields, then an orthonormal basis is

given by

Consider a test particle with speed v, where 0 s v < 1, following a geodesic in Kerr

spacetime. Any tangent vector to the geodesic can be written as

T = A (v coso cosf3 ~r - V sin/3 ~o+ v sina cosf3 ~~ +~,), (16)

where A = (1- v2fl/2. The angle that the perpendicular projection of T on to the r, tP
plane makes with ~r is a, and f3 is the angle between the vector and the plane, as shown

in Figure 3.5, so -7r sas 7r and -7rj2 s P s 7r/2.

T,
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I- __ I

-----:::.."
f3 ---- I_-- I- --a "

I

Figure 3.S The angles a and p.

The relationship of r, fJ, ¢> and t, where r = dr/dr etc. and r is proper time, to the

functions ACT), a(r), and p(r) may be shown by expressing Tin terms of the coordinate

vectors:

T 1 ( V cose cosf3 Xr v sin/3Xo (. sf3 J ) X~= I\. - + v sma co - _ +
-fA {B .yfl-FK {F

#Xt )
.yfl-FK .

(17)

Hence:
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~__, COsa'cosf3 lJ sinfJ
r AV -v-A ' =-AV {B'

(18)
. A ( . J) A{Fq, = _rr; V sma cosfJ- , i = .

~F vfl-FK vfl-FK
For null geodesics, a similar calculation, with a suitable affine parameter, gives

~_ cosa' cosf3
I-X -v-A ' lJ sinfJ· X (. J)= -x -, q, = -- smacosf3- ,VB VF VJ2-FK

i = xVF
VJ2-F K'

(19)

where x is a scale factor.

Using similar Mathematica techniques to those used for the Schwarzschild metric, the

more complicated Kerr geodesic equations, with two parameters a and M, may be readily

solved numerically. When the mass parameter M is zero, the Kerr metric reduces to the

Minkowski metric in Cartesian coordinates given by [21]

x = (?+if)1/2sin9cog¢, y = (?+if//2sin9sinq" z = rcosB, (20)

and not x = r sin9 cosq" y = r sin9 sinq, and z = r cosO as might be expected. Kerr

geodesics are therefore plotted in Cartesian coordinates according to equations (20).

As an example, we examine a timelike geodesic close to the Kerr outer event horizon

which is at r = M + (M2 - a2)1/2. First, the geodesic is shown as a continuous line

starting at the top right hand comer of Figure 3.6. The initial conditions include ro = 10,

90 = 1C/4, ao = 112, 130 = 1C/4 and V = - 0.4862. The spheroid represents the outer event

horizon. Then, by plotting with dots at equal intervals of proper time, in Figure 3.7, the

test particle is observed to speed up when looping around the horizon since the dots are

spaced further apart there.
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Figure 3.6 A timelike geodesic. Parameters, a = 1,M= 1.
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Figure 3.7 The same geodesic, plotted at intervals of proper time.
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3.3 Van Stockum geodesics

To find and plot van Stockum interior and exterior geodesics, we use the general form of

the line element in cylindrical polar coordinates,

cJ.s2 = H(r) (&2 + d?) +L(r) &p2 + 2 M(r) &pdt - F(r) &2, (21)

where H, L, M and F have the definitions, in a Mathematica file. that are shown in

Chapters 4 and S. These files contain the metric functions of either the interior or

exterior region of the solution and may be in one of several coordinate frames. The file

containing the geodesic equations in terms of H, L, M and F and their derivatives is

shown in Appendix A.l.3. This file, when used, calls up the required form of the metric.

In the example shown in the appendix, this is the interior metric in comoving coordinates

"vsintout.m".

The initial conditions .io. t». (Po and to were derived in Section 2.4 on orthonormal

bases, since they are also used in analytical work on the geodesics. Once the initial

conditions are supplied, the Mathematica routine 'solve3', for example, can numerically

solve the geodesic equations in a z = constant hypersurface and store the results as a list

of data points as already described for the Schwarzschild and Kerr metrics.

An added feature with the van Stockum solution is that it has both interior and

exterior regions. Consider a null geodesic which originates within the dust cylinder and

then passes out into the vacuum exterior region. It is straightforward, using Mathematica,

to plot the interior part of the geodesic and then to find zo, ro, (Po and to at R, the

boundary of the interior, from the data file for the geodesic. In fact, Mathematica can

perform differentiation on the data directly. These values may then be used as initial

conditions to plot the geodesic starting at R and going into the exterior. Examples of this

are shown in Section 4.4.

As with the Schwarzschild metric, when plotting geodesics, r is a coordinate, not a

distance. As the mass per unit length of the source cylinder increases, r departs more and

more from radial distance, especially near the cylinder, but this does not reduce the

usefulness of plotting in exploring the behaviour of geodesics.
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3.4 Dust cloud geodesics

The general form of the line element for Bonnor's rotating dust cloud in cylindrical polar

coordinates is

d? = Htz, r) (d? + d?) + L(z, r) rup2 + 2 Mtz, r) d¢xit - F(z, r) d? . (22)

The details of H, L. M and F are shown in Chapter 6 and defined in a Mathematica file

for plotting geodesics. This file is shown in Appendix A.I.4. and geodesics are

calculated and plotted in a similar manner to that described in Section 3.3 for the van

Stockum solution. Away from the central region, the z and r coordinates are very closely

approximated by Cartesian coordinates and r, z and ¢ are plotted in the diagrams in

Chapter6.



-- Chapter 4 --

The van Stockum dust cylinder

Although unrealisable in nature due to the infinite length of the source cylinder, the van

Stockum solution is nevertheless of great importance to classical general relativity being

a complete (interior plus matching exterior) rotating solution whose source is composed

of physically reasonable matter. The interior metric is characterised by a single

parameter a.

4.1 Range of the rotation parameter a

The metric for the interior in co-rotating coordinates is

ru2 = exp( - c? ?)(<iz2+ d?) +?(l - c? ?) d¢i +
2 a? dtpdt - <Ir, (1)

and the parameter a is related to the rotation of the cylinder. It has the dimension of

inverse distance. The energy momentum tensor for non-interacting dust is defined by

(2)

where p is the proper mass density and ,; is the dust four-velocity. The density in the rest

frame of the dust, in customary units, is

a2 Cl exp( a2 ,.1)
p= 21CG .

Lanczos chose to set the parameter a equal to one and considered the dust cylinder

(3)

through the range 0 :s r :s 00, finding singular behaviour only at r = 00. He noted,

however, that at r = 1, the determinant of the spatial part of the line element is zero and

is negative where r > 1.

In his treatment, van Stockum denoted the boundary of the cylinder by r = R then

restricted the value of the rotation parameter so that aR < 1 to prevent the coefficient of
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d4>2 in the interior of the cylinder becoming negative.

In 1973, Tipler [9] pointed out that, since the ¢J coordinate is timelike for ar > 1,

there are closed timelike lines of r = constant, Z = constant and t = constant connecting

any two events within such a van Stockum dust cylinder. Although causality violation in

the cylinder may be avoided by restriction to cylinders with aR < 1, he also showed that,

in the vacuum exterior, there are closed timelike lines when aR> 112(i.e. case TIl).In his

argument, Tipler invoked Carter's causality theorem [10], which states the necessary and

sufficient conditions for closed timelike lines. The theorem is summarised in the

reference section of Tipler's paper.

Bonnor [5] made a purely local coordinate transformation, to the locally non-rotating

'Bardeen' frame [8], by using the transformation Z ... z, r ... r, ¢J ... ¢J- w I and t ... t. The

constant co is the angular velocity of the locally non-rotating frame, with respect to the

rest frame of the dust, at the coordinate distance r = ri. Using expressions (19) from

Section 2.3 (the transformed metric functions), for the transformed metric to be diagonal

at r = rl requires

M(rl) -a
W=- =---

L(rl) 1 - a2 rI '
so that as rl ... 0, w... - a. Thus Bonnor found a to be the angular velocity of the dust

(4)

on the axis, in agreement with what van Stockum found by a different method. The dust

is rotating rigidly, i.e. with zero shear, and the individual dust particles are moving on

circular geodesics.

The metric in the locally non-rotating frame is

a4 r4 + a'l ,2 + a4 r1- 2 (,2 a4 + a'l) rt + 1 -,.2
2 or- .

(a2 rt -1)
Thus, in the locally non-rotating frame, as arl ... 1, the coefficient of dr ... 00, Also,

from equation (4), W ... - 00 as arl ... 1.

In light of the above findings, restriction to cylinders having aR < 1, would seem to

(5)
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give the best hope of physical relevance to any results obtained in the analysis. However,

some of the above results were found in particular coordinate systems, so it would be

interesting to examine some of the invariants of the Riemann curvature tensor to see if

these reveal any peculiar behaviour at or = 1.

Looking first at algebraic invariants Al = RijklRljkl, A2 = CijklCijkl and

differential invariants 01 = Rtjkl;m Rijkl;m, 02 = C1jkl;m cijk1;m formed from the

Riemann tensor Rtjkl and the Weyl tensor Cijkl for the interior, the following were

calculated using MathTensor software (see Appendix 2 for some discussion of the Weyl

tensor):

Al = I6a4 exp(2if ?-)(2 -if ,2),

A2 = 13
6 a4 exp(2 if ,2) (1 - 3 if ,2),

01 = -I6a6exp(3if ,2)(16-1IC?,2+8a4r4),
02 = - ~6 a6 exp(3 if ,2) (24 - 13a2 ,2 + 24 a4 r4) •

Plots of these invariants from ar = 0 to beyond ar = 1 are shown in Figures 4.1 and 4.2.

(6)

Al
140
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100
80
60
40J=~::::::_ ar

A2
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-100
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Figure 4.1 The algebraic invariants with a = 1.
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Figure 4.2 The differential invariants with a = 1.

Rijkl Rijkl is positive in the plotted range and increasing through ar = 1, whereas

Cl j k IC t j k 1 has a maximum value of 16a4 / 3 at r = 0 and is strictly decreasing,
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reaching zero at ar = 1/ -{i before going negative. The differential invariants are strictly

decreasing and always negative.

None of the above invariants shows any remarkable behaviour at ar = I, however, we

end this section by turning to a scheme which brings the Newtonian concept of forces

into general relativity and which does pick out ar = 1 and ar = 1/ -{i as being special.

In recent years, Abramowicz and co-workers [35]-[37] have developed a covariant

definition of the inertial forces in general relativity. The gravitational, centrifugal,

Coriolis and Euler accelerations are defined in the co-moving frame of a test particle

which mayor may not be in geodesic motion. Fundamental to the scheme is the choice

of the reference frame in which the test particle's velocity in space is measured. In

axially symmetric spacetimes, this reference frame corresponds to the locally non-

rotating frame described above and it makes sense to consider test particles in circular

orbits of constant angular velocity around the axis of symmetry.

Interestingly, r = (av'3fl, (where CtjklC'jkl = 0), turns out to be the radial

coordinate of the orbit of zero centrifugal acceleration (regardless of test particle speed)

obtained by using the analysis of Abramowicz et al. (In static spacetimes, this orbit

coincides with a circular null geodesic). Using the same analysis, and considering the

cylinder's constituent dust particles as test particles, the gravitational, Coriolis and

centrifugal accelerations on the dust particles are finite for ar < 1 but become infinite at

ar = 1. For the van Stockum interior,

a'lrgravitational acceleration = ----",_..,,..
l-a2r2'

(7)

C . li lerati - 2a
4,3ono IS acce eration = 2 '

(1-a2 r2)

. . a2 r(3a2,.2 -1)
centrifugal acceleration = 2

(1 - a2 r2)

Since the cylinder's dust particles are moving in geodesic orbits, the sum of the three

(8)

(9)

accelerations is zero. More details of this scheme are given in Appendix 3.

To summarise, there seems to be no need to restrict the range of the parameter a, but

there are several reasons to restrict the product ar in the dust cylinder to ar < 1. This is
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equivalent, in the global solution, to requiring aR < 1. Bonnor [5] showed that aR is

related, rather surprisingly, more to the mass per unit length of the dust cylinder than to

its angular momentum. With the simplifying assumption Q2 R2 « 1, he found the

following expressions for the dust cylinder,

mass per unit length = ~ a2 R 2,

1angular momentum = "4 a3 R 4•

Thus two cylinders with the same mass per unit length can be rotating at quite different

(10)

angular velocities. A particular value of a sets both the angular velocity of a dust cylinder

and its central density (equations (4) and (3) above).

4.2 The physics of the dust cylinder

To give an impression of the physics of the dust cylinder, van Stockum calculated that if

the cylinder's density on the axis is the same as that of water, the period of rotation is

about 2 hours 42 minutes. Suppose aR = 114, then for this density, the radius of the

cylinder is about 165 times the equatorial radius of the sun. If aR = 112,the radius is 320

times that of the sun and if aR = 3/4, the radius is 455 times that of the sun. For

comparison, white dwarf star density would require a ~ 2xlO-9 and such a cylinder, with

aR = 112,would have a radius of about one third that of the sun and a period of about 10

seconds.

Calling the density on the axis Po and the density at the surface PR, then the density at

the surface, using equation (3), is

PR = Po exp( a2 Jil), (11)

and is thus always comparable to Po within a small factor. The central density of the dust

is the same as that of water when a ~ 2xlO-12• If the radius of the cylinder is sufficiently

large, even the highest mass, case III, cylinder can have this central density. However,

there are obvious relativistic effects on the radius, and especially the circumference, of
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such a cylinder.

The radius is given by

R #err(~)1vg; d r = =rz:= (12)

and a plot of radius against R is shown in Figure 4.3.

radius (m)

3 x 1011

~--------~------------~ R
1 x 1011 2 x 1011 3 x 10H 4 x 1011 5 x 1011

Figure 4.3 Variation of radius with R for a= 2 X 10-12.

The circumference is given by

(13)

For a given value of a, the circumference increases with R until it reaches a maximum

value of 1ra-1 when R = (av'2fl, Figure 4.4 showing an example. Thereafter, the

circumference decreases with increasing R, tending to zero as aR -+ 1. However, note

that from equation (3), the proper density of the dust remains finite as aR -+ 1.

circumference (m)
1.5x 1012

1.25x 1012

1x 1012

7.5xl011

5 x io''
2.Sx 1011

~~------~--~----~--~ R
lxl011 2xlOil 3xlOll 4xlOH sxro"

Figure 4.4 Variation of circumference with R for a =2 x 10-12•
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The ratio of circumference to diameter of the cylinder for 0 s aR s 1 is plotted in Figure

4.5 and clearly shows the increasing departure from Euclidean conditions as aR increases.

circumferencq'diameter
3

2.S
2

1.5
1

0.5+---------------~--~aR0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1

Figure 4.5 The ratio of circumference to diameter for 0 s aR s 1.

In light of the infinite Newtonian accelerations when aR = 1, and observations of the

circumference as aR -+ 1, it makes physical sense to consider van Stockurn spacetime

only when aR < 1.

4.3 Geodesics within the dust cylinder

4.3.1 Circular geodesics

Circular geodesics are defined as geodesics with z = constant and r = constant, so that! =

r = ~ = r = 0, where the superior dot indicates differentiation with respect to the affine

parameter. They are analysed here both for intrinsic interest and for their relevance to the

clock effect of Chapter 7. When r = ! = 0, the geodesic equations from Section 2.1

become

·2 F' .2, 2 i . ,
= 0 = -I + ¢J L + ¢JM 1.. = 0 'i = 0~ , r 2H ' 'I' , .

Putting r = 0, solving for it> and dividing through by i gives the conditions for circular

(14)

geodesics, whether null, time-like or space-like:

d¢J - M' ± ~ F' L' +M,2-=
dt L'

(15)
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There are solutions for geodesics at r = ro provided that F'(ro) L'(ro) + [M'(ro)] 2 ~ O.

Substituting the derivatives of the metric functions

M' = 2a r, L' = 2 r(1- 2 a2,2), F' = 0, (16)

gives F'L' +M,2 =4 Ql,2. Thus there are circular geodesics at all r and (15) becomes

: = 0 (using the plus sign),

d¢ 2a
dt = 2 a2 r2 _ 1 (using the minus sign) .

Since the dust particles are at rest in the coordinate system, the first solution describes

(17)

their geodesics. The second solution shows circular geodesics of some kind. To find the

nature of these, put dr =dz = 0 in the metric equation and divide through by ~ to get

ds 2 d¢ 2 d¢
( dt) = L(r) (dt) + 2 M(r) dt - F(r). (18)

Then (ds/dt)2 < 0 => time-like geodesics, (ds/dt)2 = 0 => null geodesics and (ds/dt)2 > 0

=> space-like geodesics. Substituting d¢/dt from (17) into (18) gives

(19)

The first equation confirms that the dust particles follow timelike geodesics. In the

second equation, since (ds! dt)2 = 0 where r = (2 a)-I, there is a circular null geodesic at

r = (2 a)-l only. Clearly, there are circular time-like geodesics where r < (2 a)-I, but

when r > (2 a)-l then (ds Idt)2> 0 and the circular geodesics are space-like.

4.3.2 Radial ranges of null geodesics

Lanczos found that null geodesics passing through the axis of rotation could not exceed a

radial coordinate value of r = 1. In the van Stockum solution, this corresponds to light

escaping the surface of any source cylinder with aR < 1, but Lanczos's solution had no

vacuum exterior, being a cosmological solution with dust out to spatial infinity.
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Opher, Santos and Wang [2] recently found that certain geodesics cannot reach the

surface of the dust cylinder, depending on the geodesic parameters. Since this amounted

to a degree of radial confinement, they speculated on the applicability of the van

Stockum solution to the modelling of extragalactic jets. To quote their paper,

"Ubiquitous extragalactic jets appear in active galaxies and various models have been

suggested for their origin." Figure 4.6 shows a Hubble Space Telescope image [46] of

the giant elliptical galaxy M87, with the jet emanating from its nucleus.

Figure 4.6 Galaxy M87 in the Virgo cluster of galaxies.

By using the rotating dust cylinder as a simple model for a rotating galaxy, perhaps radial

confinement of geodesics can be invoked as an explanation for the formation of jets.

In this section, we shall be investigating which null geodesics can escape from a dust

cylinder with aR < 1 and the highest value of r coordinate attainable by those that are

confined. This will clarify the work on null geodesics by Opher, Santos and Wang and

enable some of their results for light to be quantified more simply.

We saw from Section 2.2 that in terms of the metric coefficients and the constants of

the motion, the general form of the line element for van Stockum null geodesics, whether

in the interior or the exterior, may be written

H(z2 + ;2) = E2 L +2EM P¢ -F P~ (20)

where P¢ =Mt+Lip and E=Fi-Mip, (21)

and consequently, everywhere along a given null geodesic,
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(22)

In this, and in subsequent chapters, we shall examine null geodesics of given PtfJIE, and

find what values of r satisfy equation (22). This will determine the allowed radial

disposition of the geodesics.

The metric functions for the interior in co-rotating coordinates are

H = exp( - c? ,.2), L =,.2(1 -c? ,.2), M = a,.2, F = I,

so that (22) becomes

(23)

2 2' (P tfJ ~2)22EM PtfJ+E L-FPtfJ = r: - li-ar ~ 0,

and everywhere along a null geodesic of given PtfJIE,the r coordinate must satisfy

(24)

rear -1) :S ~ :s rear + 1). (25)

Since 0 s ar < 1 then r (ar-I) s 0 and r (ar + I) ~ O. Several conclusions about null

geodesics may now be drawn from equation (25):

(i) If PtfJIE= 0, conditions (25) are satisfied for all r so a null geodesic with P t/J = 0 is

allowed anywhere within the dust cylinder.

(ii) A null geodesic at r = 0 must have PtfJ= O.

(iii) Null geodesics with PtfJlE< 0 must have r < a-I, and thus may be confined within

the cylinder, depending on the value of a. The highest and lowest r coordinates

attainable by these geodesics are given by solving P~E = r (ar- 1):

1-~4aPtfJIE+I 1+~4aPtfJIE+l
1'Iowest = 2 a ' 'bighest = 2 a (26)

(iv) Null geodesics with PtfJIE> 0 may reach the surface of any cylinder. The lowest

r coordinate attainable is given by solving P~E = r (ar+ I) and taking the positive result:

~4aPtfJIE+l -1
l')owest = 2 a (27)
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Figure 4.7 illustrates these points for a cylinder with a = 1. The minimum value of P¢1E,

from the equation PtPIE = r (ar-I), occurs at r = (2ar1 and the dashed vertical line

passes through r = 112.

Figure 4.7 The shaded region between PtPIE = r (ar + 1) and PtPIE = r (ar-l) shows

the allowed radial distribution for null geodesics with a given value of PtPIE.

A convenient way of analysing the results is to consider dust cylinders which give

rise to the three different cases of exterior, again putting a = 1 without loss of generality.

A case I interior thereby has 0 < R < 1/2, case II has R = 1/2 and case III has

1/2 < R < 1. Thus the radial ranges of null geodesics are as follows :

• Case I interior: Since R < 112,the case I cylinder lies to the left of the dashed line so

no null geodesics are confined to the cylinder.

• Case II interior: Since R = 112,the case II cylinder extends to the dashed line. No null

geodesics are confined except the circular one at the surface.

• Case III interior : Since 112< R < 1, the case III cylinder extends to the right of the

dashed line at r = 112and geodesics with Pt/,IE < 0 may be confined. Specifically, since

the lower bound of the shaded area is defined by PtPIE = r(ar-l), it is only null

geodesics with P ,pIE< R (aR - 1) that are confined within the cylinder.
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Results (i) to (iv) above reproduce the results for null geodesics found, in a somewhat

similar way, by Opher et al [2]. Since the geodesic plotting routines use initial conditions,

it is useful to repeat some of the above calculations for confined null geodesics in terms

of initial positions and directions.

From Section 2.4 we may put, (setting the scale factor x = 1),

(SiM cos[3- ~) -fi
;p = Vi and i = -7-' (28)

then using (21) and (23) gives the constants of the motion in terms of initial conditions,

P _'I 2 .x . "R E (1 - a 70 sinao cos[3o)~=" - a ro 70 SlMo CO"fJO, = . (29)
~1-a2r5

Subsituting these versions of P~ and E into the second of equations (26), for example,

gives the highest 7 coordinate attainable, 7peak, for any null geodesic that is confined

within the dust cylinder,

r ak = _1_ + ~ (1 - a 70 sinao cos[3o)(1 - (4 a2 r5 - 3) a 70 SiMo cOs[3o). (30)
pe 2 a 2 a (1 - a 70 sinao cos[3o)

From conclusion (iii) above, it is null geodesics with P~/E < 0 that may be confined

within the dust cylinder and using equations (29),

P~IE = 70 (a
2
70
2 -1) SiMo cos[3o .

a 70 sinao cos[3o- 1

Since a 70 < 1, -1C sao s 1Cand -1C12 s 130 s 1C/2, then P ¢IE < 0 => -1C s ao < O. Thus

(31)

it is case ill geodesics with -1C S 0'0 < 0 that may be confined, irrespective of the value

of 70. (Figure 2.1 showed the definitions of the angle a and /3).

Note that, since cos[3o~ 0, only the magnitude of P~/E is affected by the value of zo,
not the sign. Thus whether or not a geodesic is confined is not influenced by the value of

zo, although radial range is affected.
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4.4 Null geodesics passing out of the dust cylinder

The final part of this chapter will serve to illustrate the plotting of geodesics from the

numerical solution of the geodesic equations in two different coordinate frames, the co-

rotating frame and the astronomical rest frame. The exterior metric in the astronomical

rest-frame was described in Section 2.3, and the transformation shown there may also be

used to get the corresponding metric for the interior,

cl? = exp(- if ,.2) (d? + d,l) +

,.1(1 _ if ,.1) dtP2 + exp(-3 E),.2 (exp(2 E)(,.2 - 2 R2) - R2) dtPdt-
[1+ exp(2 E)] R3 (32)

exp(-6 E) [1 + exp(2 E)]2 (a2 [,.2 + 2 exp(2 E)R2] - 1),.2 +R2 ~
R2 '

where E = tanh-ICV 1 - 4 a2 R2).

Figure 4.8 shows null geodesics passing from the dust cylinder out into the vacuum

exterior. For comparison, the same thirty-two null geodesics are plotted in a hypersurface

of z = constant in the two coordinate frames. They originate just below the surface of a

dust cylinder with a = 0.49 and R = 1 so that the solution is at the upper end of the case I

mass range and no geodesics are confined to the interior. The dotted geodesics have

initial angles ao = 0, ao = ±n12 and ao = n. In solving the geodesic equations, the final

conditions of the geodesics as they reach r = R become the initial conditions as the

geodesics enter the vacuum region.
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Figure 4.8 Upper: null geodesics in the co-rotating frame.

Lower: the same geodesics in the astronomical rest-frame.

a = 0.49, R = 1.
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The van Stockum vacuum exterior

In Chapter 1, the metric for the van Stockum exterior was given in the form

where - 00 < z < 00, O::s r < 00, 0 ::s¢J ::s2 1r and - 00 < t < 00, with

(
1) ( r )t (4n2-1)

H(r) = exp n2 - '4 R '

(4 n2 + 3) rR coshA (12 n2 + 1) rR sinhA
L(r) = 4 + 8n '

(2)

M( ) = .y 1 - 4 n2 r coshA .y 1 - 4 n2 r sinhA
r 2 + 4n '

F(r) = rsinhA _ rcoshA
2nR R

where

~
r ) 2 1 _2 2A = 2 n 10 - n = - - a- R •R' 4 (3)

In this form, case I has 114> n2 > 0 and case III has - 3/4 < n2 < O. Although n is

imaginary in case Ill, the metric functions are always real. Case II metric functions may

be obtained from either case I or case Ill by taking the limit as n -+ O. In the following

sections, it is more convenient to write the metric in the form given by van Stockum and

to analyse the three cases of the vacuum exterior separately,

In 1962, Ehlers and Kundt [11] reported that the dust cylinder can be regularly joined

to the Levi-Civita static vacuum metric. In 1971, Frehland [12] stated that the exterior

metric (in all three cases) is static. It was remarked by Tipler [9] that the case I field is

static, in that there is a coordinate transformation which leaves the metric in a diagonal

form, but that a periodic time coordinate is required for the transformation. Tipler also
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gave a proof that the van Stockum exterior is the only possible exterior for the infinite

rotating dust cylinder.

More recently, Bonnor [5] proved Ehlers, Kundt and Frehland wrong by showing that

only the case I metric had a hypersurface orthogonal timelike Killing vector, although

stressing the requirement for a periodic time coordinate in the diagonalised metric. He

thus described case I spacetime as 'locally static'. Returning to the problem in 1995 [13],

he found that the Weyl tensor for case I can be classified as 'electric', whereas rotation is

expected to generate 'magnetic' spacetimes. However, the correspondence between this

classification scheme and physical characteristics is uncertain, Bonnor himself pointing

out that there are spacetimes with vorticity whose Weyl tensors are not magnetic [14],

[15]. Appendix A2 gives more details of the electric and magnetic Weyl tensors.

In view of Tipler's demonstration of the uniqueness of the van Stockum exterior, there

is no chance of finding a case I exterior metric that cannot be diagonalised. However, the

periodic time coordinate required for diagonalisation of the case I metric implies that the

more physically reasonable interpretation is that the van Stockum solution, in all three

cases, indeed represents an infinite rotating cylinder and its associated vacuum exterior.

5.1 Geodesics in the case I exterior, 0 < aR < 1/2

The exterior metric has two parameters a and R. The metric functions for 0 < aR < 112,

as given by van Stockum, in a reference frame co-rotating with the dust, are

(
r )-202 R2H = exp(-if R2) R ' L = rR sinh(3 € + 6)

2 sinh(2 E)coshs '
(4)

M = rsinh(E + 6) F = r sinh(E- 6)
sinh(2 E) , R sinhe '

with (I = tanhelog(r / R), tanhe = (1- 4 a2 R2)1/2, 0 <aR < 1/2.

The metric functions H, L and M are positive for all r but F is negative where 6 > e so

the t coordinate is spacelike in the region where r > R exptecothe), However, van

Stockum found the 'astronomical rest frame' in which t remains timelike everywhere, as

described in Section 2.3.1.
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5.1.1 Circular geodesics in case I

Following the method of Section 4.3.1, for the general form of the metric (1), provided

that F' L' +M,2 ~ 0, the circular geodesics are given by

cUp - M' ± ~ F' L' +M,2
- = ---.:.__----
dt L'

where the dashes indicate differentiation with respect to r, and for circular geodesics,

(5)

(6)

Substituting the differentials of the metric functions (4) into (5) gives the angular

velocities of circular geodesics,

(
d¢) = _ 2 coshesinh( f) ,
dt 1 R sinh(2 e + ~)

(
d¢) = _ 2 coshe cosh(f)
dt 2 R cosh(2 e + ~) ,

where e = tanhs log(r / R) and tanhe = (1 - 4 a2 R2) 1/2. Substituting equations (7) and

(7)

the metric functions (4) into equation (6) gives

(
ds)2 r sinh2(2e)
dt 1 = - Rsinh2(2e+ f)'

(
ds )2 r sinh2(2e)
dt 2 = - Rcosh2(2e+ f) .

Since both (ds/dt)2 are always less than zero, there must be circular timelike

(8)

geodesics in both directions at all distances from the cylinder in case 1. Consequently,

there are no circular null geodesics in case 1. The angular velocities for the time like

geodesics are given by equations (7). Note that in some coordinate frames, the circular

geodesics could both appear to have the same direction but the term 'both directions' is

used here and elsewhere for brevity.
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5.1.2 Ranges of null geodesics in case I

Consider null geodesics going outwards from the cylinder (ie. from ro = R), denoting

initial values by a subscript R, putting LR == L(R) etc. Then using equations (13), from

Section 2.2, for P, and E with equations (38), from Section 2.4.1, for;P and 1 with x = 1,

gives PtP and E in terms of the initial conditions,

P -r;-L' "a E (R - MR sinaR cosfJR)tP = 'V LR SlnaR CO"fJR' = _r;- ,
'V LR

where -1r/2 s aR S 1r/2 and -1r/2 S PR S 1r/2. (Section 2.4.1 has the definitions of the

(9)

angles a and 13).
From Section 2.2, everywhere on a null geodesic, we have

2EM P,+E2 L-F P~~ 0,

the equality condition requiring z = r = O.Using (4) and (9), this becomes

(10)

rR csch(3 e) {cosfJR sinaR [2 sinhO - cosf3R sinaR sinh(3 e - 0)] +
sinh(3 e + O)} ~ O.

Expression (11) may be more easily interpreted when the hyperbolic terms are written in

(11)

exponential form, i.e. by putting sinhO -+ t[expO - exp( -0)] etc. It then becomes,

r R {exp(2 0) [exp(3 e) + sinaR C0sf3R]2 - [1 + exp(3 e) sinaR cosfJRfl 0
expO [exp(6 e) - 1] ~. (12)

The equality condition in (12) requires ZR = rR = 0 ~ aR = ± 1r/2 and PR = 0, but the

equality is then obtained only when 0 =0 ~ r =R.

Since, provided aR :1= ± 1r/2 and PR * 0,

(exp(3 e) + sinaR cosfJR)2 - (1+ exp(3 e) sinaR cosfJR)2 =
(exp(6 e) - 1) (1- sin2 aR cos2 PR) > 0,

then the left hand side of (12) is greater than zero for all r and any a». PR except when r

(13)

=R, on = ± 1r/2 and PR = 0, as we have just seen. Therefore for all r> R, the left hand

side of (12) is greater than zero for anyaR and PR. Thus all null geodesics leaving the

cylinder's surface may reach any r, coordinate and hence extend outwards indefinitely.

Checking with the geodesic equations shows that when aR = ± 1r/2 and PR = 0 then TR >
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0, showing that these geodesics go outwards from the cylinder's surface. Thus there is no

confinement of case I null geodesics.

Figure 5.1 shows a range of null geodesics leaving the cylinder, in a plane of z =
constant, with -1f/2 ::;os ::;1f/2. The dotted geodesics have aR = -1f/2, aR = 0 and aR =
1f/2.All were plotted over the same proper time .

. .. .. .. .. .. ..
5

Figure 5.1 Null geodesics leaving the dust cylinder with ~=O.

a= 1I4,R= 1.

5.1.3 Summary of case I geodesics

(1) There are circular, timelike geodesics at allr and in both directions.

(2) There are no circular null geodesics.

(3) All null geodesics leaving the dust cylinder may extend to radial infinity.
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5.2 Geodesics in the case nexterior, aR = 1/2

The case II metric may be found from equations (4) in the limit as aR ~ 1/2. The metric

functions are

H = exp(- :) .j¥. L = !rR(lo~ ~)+ 3).
1 ( .J r )) r (1 -loge ~ »

M = '2 r 105\ R + 1, F = R .

As in case I, the metric functions H,L andM are positive for all r, but where r > eR, F is

(14)

negative and the t coordinate is spacelike.

5.2.1 Circular geodesics in case II

Proceeding as in Section 5.1.1, the angular velocities of the circular geodesics are

( dt/> ) 2 log(t)
dt 1 = - R (log( ~ ) + 4) ,

(:)2 = - ~.

(15)

The associated expressions using the metric (14) are

(ds)2 16r (ds)2
dt 1 = - R (4 +Log[ ~ ])2' dt 2 = O.

Since (ds / dt)1 < 0 at all r, there are circular timelike geodesics with angular velocity

(d¢> / dt)l at all distances from the cylinder. Since (ds / dt)l = 0, there are null geodesics

(16)

with the (constant) angular velocity of (dt/> / dth = - 21R at all r.

5.2.2 Ranges of null geodesics in case II

With the case II metric functions (14), expression (10) becomes
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When C¥R= -1f/2 and PR = 0, the equality condition in (17) prevails for all r.When C¥R=
1f/2 and PR = 0, the equality condition holds only at r =R. Otherwise, the left hand side

of (17) is greater than zero for all r. When C¥R = -tr/2 and PR = 0, 'tR = 0 and the

geodesic describes a circle at the cylinder's periphery. This coincides with the interior

circular null geodesic at r = (2a)-I, described in Section 4.3.l. When C¥R= 1f/2 and PR =

0, 'tR > 0 and the geodesic goes outwards. Thus all null geodesics, except the circular

one at r = R, can extend outwards indefinitely.

5.2.3 Summary of case ngeodesics

(1) There are circular timelike geodesics at all r, but in one direction only.

(2) There are circular null geodesics at all r, and they have angular velocity - 21R.

(3) All null geodesics leaving the dust cylinder may extend outwards indefinitely.

5.3 Geodesics in the case III exterior, 1/2 < aR < 1

The metric functions for case Ill, as given by van Stockum, are

L = r R sin(3 e + 0)
2 sin(2 e) cose '

(18)
M = r sinee + 0) F = r sinee - 0)

sin(2 e) , R sine '

with 0 = tans log(r / R), tane = (4 rJl R2 - 1)1/2, 112< aR < 1. Since L, M and F are now

composed of trigonometric functions, they change sign periodically. Although at the

cylinder's surface and nearby, ¢J is spacelike and t is timelike, as r increases, the ¢J and t

coordinates occur in all spacelike/timelike combinations. Van Stockum thought that the

signature of the metric changes when L changes sign, but this is not the case, as was

shown in Section 2.5.

5.3.1 Circular geodesics in case ID

Proceeding as in Section 5.1.1, the angular velocities of the circular geodesics are
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(:)1= -(2-a-=-2-R-::-2---CO-~-(;-1-2)-t-an-e---l-)'

( d¢>dt )2 = --:--::::-=-::-_2-:-a ~--
(2 a2 R2 + tan(O12) tans - 1)

(19)

We also have the associated expressions,

(
ds )2 r sin2(2 e)
dt 1 = - R sin2(2 e+ f) ,
(
ds )2 r sin2(2 e)
dt 2 = Rcos2(2e+ f) .

Examination of (ds 1dt)! and (ds1dt)~ reveals that the former is always less than zero

(20)

and the latter is always greater than zero. Thus there are circular timelike geodesics with

angular velocity (d¢> 1dt)1 at all distances from the cylinder, but the geodesics with

angular velocity (d¢>1dth are spacelike. Since (ds1dt)2 "* 0, there are no circular null

geodesics.

5.3.2 Ranges of case ill null geodesics leaving the dust cylinder

Whereas case I and case II null geodesics may extend from the dust cylinder towards

radial infinity, from plotting geodesics it seems that those leaving the cylinder in case III

are radially confined. The radial range of geodesics appears to be greatest for geodesics

with aR = n/2 and PR = O. The following analysis confirms these impressions and proves

that all case III null geodesics are indeed radially confined. Calculations are far simpler

when carried out in the orbiting coordinate frame described in Section 2.3.2. If we put

rorb = R, thenx = 1 and the metric has its simplest form,

(
r )-2a2R2

fI(r) = exp( -if~) R ' 1(7) = r R sine sinCe- 0),

" ,., r sinte - 0)
M(r) = rcos(e-O), I'(r) = . ,

R sine
with 0 = tans log(r / R). tane = (4 a2 R2 - 1)1/2 .

After substituting the metric functions (21) and division throughout by E2, expression

(21)

(10) becomes
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r (2¥ RCOS(E- 8) + (R2 sinE- (!f)2 CSCE)sints - 8»)
R ~ O.

If null geodesics with a given value of P iPIE are restricted to a particular region, then at

(22)

the boundary of the region the equality condition must hold and solving for P iP/E gives

( ~ )} = R sins cot( E; 8 ), ( ~ t = _R sine tan( E; 8) . (23)

Equations (9) show the general expressions for PiP and E in terms of initial conditions

when ro = Rand t is timelike. In the orbiting coordinate frame (21), the ratio P~E in

terms of initial conditions becomes

PiP R sina R cosPR sin2 E
E = 1- sinaR cosPR COSE'

where -1r/2 saR s1r/2 and -1r/2 SPR s1r/2. Equating (PiP/E)} and (P~/E)2 in tum

(24)

with PiP/ E and solving for 8 gives the values, 81 and 82, at which the equality condition

in (22) holds for null geodesics leaving the cylinder with any given aR and {JR.

Ll 2 k 2 -l( COsPRsinaR sine )U} = 1r + E- cot
1 - cosPR sina R COSE •

o _ 2 k 2 -I( cosPR sinaR sine )U2 - 1r + e + tan . ,
1- cosPR slnaR COSE

(25)

where k is an integer.

Both 81 and 82 have maximum values where aR = 1r12and PR = 0 and minimum

values where a« = -1r /2 and PR = 0, as it is straightforward to show. Hence, substituting

these values of aR and {JR into (25),

(1 +2k)1r S 81 S 2k1r, 2k1rs 82 S (1 +2k)1r.

Clearly, there can be no such 81. By putting 82 = tans 10g(rIR) in (26), we obtain

(26)

Rexp[2k1rcotE] S r S Rexp[(2k+ l)1rCOtE].

Since r ~ R, the only physically relevant result is obtained by putting k = 0 to get

(27)

R S r S R expor cote) . (28)
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Therefore, although case I and case II geodesics leaving the dust cylinder are unconfined,

all such case III null geodesics are confined within the region of space enclosed by a

cylindrical surface with radial coordinate rmax,where

rmax= R exp(1rcot e). (29)

Conceivably, geodesics leaving the dust cylinder could be confined within a smaller

range of r. However, at least the geodesic with ClR = 1r/2 and PR = 0 reaches 'max.Using

the initial conditions, from Section 2.4.1, and the geodesic equations, from Section 2.2,

the geodesic has TR = 0 and 'tR > 0 and so must leave the cylinder's surface. From

equations (25) - (28), it does not achieve l' = 0 again until it reaches rmax.At, = rmax, )I<

o and the geodesic turns inwards.

For null geodesics with ~R =#= 0 => PR =#= 0, the equality condition in (22) is never

attained because Pz = H z, so that ~R =#= 0 => ~ =#= 0 everywhere along the geodesic. Thus

geodesics with ~R =#= 0 are confined within a smaller region than those with ~R = 0, since

the boundary of the allowed region is never reached.

By solving (h = tane 10g(rIR) for r (with (h from (25), putting PR = 0 and k = 0), we

obtain an expression which gives the highest r coordinate attainable, rpeak,by a null

geodesic leaving the dust cylinder in any given direction in a hypersurface of z = constant,

rpeak= R exp( [e - 2 coC1(cote - cscaR cscej] cote).

A plot ofrpeak is shown in Figure 5.2.

(30)

rpeak

15
12.S
10
7.5

-1.5 -1 -O.S 0.5 1 1.5 ClR

Figure 5.2 The plot ofrpeak when a = 3/4, R = 1 and -1r/2 S ClR S 1r/2.
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Figure 5.3 shows a range of null geodesics leaving the surface of the cylinder in the

lower left-hand quadrant of the diagram (with -1C/2 :S «« :S 1C/2 and PR = 0), and

returning to the surface. The dotted geodesics have C¥R = 0 and C¥R = 1C/2, only the latter

reaching rmax. The calculated value (29) with a = 3/4 and R = I, is rmax Qt 16.6 .

.. .. . - ...

Figure S.3 Confinement of null geodesics leaving the dust cylinder with z = O.

The parameters are a = 3/4, R = 1.

When the source cylinder is of lower mass per unit length, case III geodesics may

orbit the cylinder more than once before returning. Figure S.4 shows a single null

geodesic leaving the cylinder, reaching rpeak Qt 33.2 and then turning inwards. This value

ofrpeak can be calculated using equation (30).

30

20
10

O~----~~~----~~
10
20
30L- ===±~ ~

30 20 10 0 10 20

Figure S.4 Null geodesic with ro = R, ao = Po =O.

The parameters are a = {5 /4, R = 1.
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5.3.3 Ranges of arbitrary case ID null geodesics

It was shown in the previous sections that no case I or case ITnull geodesics leaving the

cylinder are radially confined (although there is a circular null orbit at the surface of the

case ITcylinder) but that all case III null geodesics leaving the cylinder are confined. It

remains to investigate what happens to case ID null geodesics with initial positions ro >

R.

So far, the analysis has covered both the whole of the interior, and the exterior for

geodesics starting from r = R, where t is timelike and ¢ spacelike. In the case ID exterior

in van Stockum's coordinates, t and ¢ are sometimes timelike, sometimes spacelike, in

all combinations, hence the requirement for the transformation in Section 2.3.2 to the

metric where t is timelike when ¢ is spacelike and vice versa. The resulting metric

functions are shown in equations (21), wherein the simplifying choice of rorb = R was

made.

Where 1= P = 0, it is clear from equations (21) that we must have e - (J = mn,

where m is an integer. Hence, since (J = tan e 10g(rIR), the r coordinates of these t, ¢

'crossover' points are found at

r =R exp[(e - m 1r) cote], (31)

with m ~ O. Equation (31) delineates the concentric regions for R ~ r < 00 within which

either t is timelike and ¢ is spacelike (which is the case for the region closest to the

cylinder) or ¢ is timelike and t is spacelike. Orthonormal bases for both kinds of region

were calculated in Section 2.4.

The analysis now follows that of Section 5.3.2. but with initial values denoted by a

subscript zero, putting Lo == L(ro) etc. By analogy to equations (9), the constants of the

motion for null geodesics with initial conditions re, ao and /30. with ro in a region where

t is timelike, are

~ (ro - Mo sinao cosPo)
Pip = -v 10 sinao cosPo. E = .

{la (32)
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As before, if null geodesics originating at ro with a given value of P¢IE are restricted to a

particular region, then for null geodesics at the boundary of the region, we must have

( ~ )1= R sine cot( e ; 8), (~)2 = - R sine tan( e ; 8) .
Using (21), the ratio P¢IE in terms of initial conditions is now

(33)

P¢ R cos{3osinao sine sinCE- (0)

Ii = 1- cos{3osinao coste - (0) ,

where -1r s ao s tt and -1r /2 S Po S n /2. Equating (P¢/E)1 and (P¢/ E)2 in turn with

(34)

P¢/ E and solving for 8 gives the values, 81 and (h, at which the equality condition in

(22) holds for null geodesics leaving ro with any given ao and Po,

IJ 2 k 2 -1( cosfJosinao sinte - 80) )
Ul = 1r+ e - cot

1- cos{3osinao coste - (0) ,

IJ _ 2 k 2 -1( cosfJosinao sinte - (0) )U2- 1r+e+ tan . ,
1- cos{3osmao coste - (0)

where k is an integer. Both O. and 02 have maximum values where ao = 1r12and Po = 0

(35)

and minimum values where aR = =n /2 and PR = O. These deductions rely on the fact

that in regions where t is timelike, sinte - 80) > O. Substituting these values of ao and Po

into (35) gives,

(1 + 2 k) 1l' + 00 S 8. S 2 k n + 00,
2k1r+80 S 02 ~ (1+2k)1r+Oo.

There is no such 8., and solving 82= tane 10g(rIR), for r, we obtain

(36)

ro exp[2 k n cote] S r s roexp[(2 k + 1)1rcote] . (37)

Since we are interested in geodesics with r ~ ro, the physically relevant result is again

obtained by putting k = 0, to get

ro s r s ro exper cote) . (38)

Thus all null geodesics originating from ro in a region where t is a time like coordinate in

this metric are confined within the region of space enclosed by a cylindrical surface with

radial coordinate rmax where

rmax= ro exp(1l'cot e), (39)
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and geodesics with 0'0 = 1r12 and 130= 0 are the only ones that can reach rmax.

The procedure when ro is in a region where t is spacelike and ¢> is timelike is much

the same as before, so just an outline follows. However, in such regions, to maintain the

connection with classical angular momentum and energy, the definitions of P, and E are

different. Putting the relevant expressions for ~ and i (see Section 2.4.2) into the new

expressions for the constants of the motion, gives

Pr;:- .,a· E ro - Mo cos{3osinao, = V - Fo c°% Slnao, = r-;:: ,
V-Fo

(40)

where Pq, and E can be interpreted as angular momentum and energy in regions where ¢>

is the timelike coordinate. With the new P, and E, the equality condition in (10) now

gives

(P,) = tan(~), (P,)
E 1 RSlne E 2

The ratio P,IE in terms of initial conditions is

cot(!:;/-)
= - .

Rsine
(41)

P,
-=E

cos{3osinao CSCE sinCe- 80)

R (cos{3osinao cos(e - 80) - 1) , (42)

where -1r S 0'0 S1r and =n /2 S 130Sn /2. Equating (P, / E)l and (P, / E)2 with P tP IE

and solving for () gives the same values of ()l and ()2 as in equations (35), but with the

suffixes reversed. Thus using the same analysis as before, but with ()l now giving the

relevant result, all null geodesics originating from ro in a region where ¢> is a timelike

coordinate in this metric are confined within the region of space enclosed by a

cylindrical surface with radial coordinate rmax where

rmax = ro exp(1rcot e),

and geodesics with 0'0 = 1r12 and 130= 0 are the only ones that can reach rmax.

To illustrate the confinement of null geodesics originating at ro, the upper diagram in

(43)

Figure 5.5 shows 32 geodesics, with ro = 40, -1r S 0'0 S n and 130 = O. The dotted
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geodesics have ao = 0, ao = ± n/2 and ao = x. The geodesic with ao = n/2 is the only one

to reach rmax:Q! 664. The lower diagram shows the region around the dust cylinder.

Figure S.S Confinement of null geodesics leaving ro = 40 with! = O.

The parameters are a = 3/4, R = 1.

The only omission in the analysis is the behaviour of null geodesics having ro such that

the metric functions L(ro) = ft (ro) = 0 (see equation (31) above). Since, in these cases,

the orthonormal bases of Section 2.4 are not defined, the preceding analysis does not

apply so the following procedure is applied.
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Consider a null geodesic with 70 such that 1(70) = F(70) = O. Since there are no

circular null geodesics in case Ill, the geodesic from 70 must either go outwards or

inwards. In the former case, it must pass through the radial coordinate 71 = 70 + 0, for

some sufficiently small 0> O.Since 1(71) =1= 0 and F(71) =1= 0,

7max(70) S 71 exper cot e) == (70 + 0) exper cot e). (44)

This expression must also be true for geodesics which go inwards from 70. Thus, since in

the limit as 0 ....0, 71 = roo all null geodesics from ro must have rmax S 70 exp(tr cot e).

Suppose 7max(ro) < 70 exper cot r), then there is some 72 < 70 such that 7max(72) >

7max(rO). If a geodesic has elr2 = tr/2 and Pr] = 0, then it must reach 7 = 7max(72), crossing

7 = 70 on the way. However, a geodesic through 70 cannot pass through a point with 7 >

7max(rO). and this contradiction means that 7max(70) *' 70 exp(tr cot e). Thus we must have

the result that for null geodesics with 70 such that t(70) =P(70) = 0,

7max = ro exp(tr cot e),

and this has now been shown to hold for all 70 ~ R.

(45)

5.3.4 Summary of case m geodesics

(1) There are circular, timelike geodesics at all 7 but in one direction only.

(2) There are no circular null geodesics.

(3) Whether null geodesics originate in a region where t is the timelike coordinate or ¢ is

the timelike coordinate, all are confined within the region of space enclosed by a

cylindrical surface of radial coordinate 7max = 70 exper cot e). Geodesics with Cl'o = tr/2

and Po =0 are the only ones that can reach 7max, all others falling short.

(4) Where 70 is such that Uto) = F(70) = 0, 7max = 70 exper cot E).
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5.4 The exterior in the astronomical rest frame

The astronomical rest frame turns out to have several interesting features. One of these,

which is surprising in a rotating metric, is the presence of radial geodesics.

Consider the constants of the motion for the general form of the metric,

Pz=H!, P~=Ml+Lt/J, E=Fl-Mip. (46)

Defining a radial tangent vector as one having ¢ = 0, then the (constant) ratio P~/E for a

geodesic that has a radial tangent vector at any pointp is defined by

p~ M(p) .
If = F(P) = k,where Iis a constant.

Thus anywhere on a geodesic that has a radial tangent vector somewhere,

(47)

M(r)l+L(r)ip _ k
F(r)l-M(r)¢ - , (48)

so that

ip = i [F(r) k - M(r)]
L(r) + kM(r) .

Suppose there is a transformation that leaves the metric coefficients in a form such

(49)

that M oc F. Then using equation (47), for all r we must have

k = M(r)
F(r) . (50)

Using the condition L F + M2 = r2, the denominator of equation (49) then becomes

M(r)2 ,2
L(r) + kM(r) = L(r) + = - * 0,

F(r) F(r) (51)

and the numerator is identically zero. If a geodesic in this frame has ip= 0 anywhere , it

must have ip = 0 everywhere. Thus in a coordinate frame where the ratio MI F is constant,

a geodesic that has a radial tangent vector anywhere must be a radial geodesic and,

conversely, no non-radial geodesic can have a radial tangent vector anywhere. This can

also be seen from the geodesic equations (Section 2.2), wherein if ip= 0 and M = k F,

then¢ = O.
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In the astronomical rest frame of case I, in which the preceding analysis applies, the

metric functions M and F (from Section 2.3.1) may be written

(1-2n)3/2r(~)-2n 16n(L)1-2n
M(r) - - F(r) - R

- (2 n + 1)3/2 ' - (2 n + 1)3 '

where n = ~~ 1 - 4 a2 R2 .
(52)

Hence

M(r) (1 - 4 n2)3/2R
F(r) = - 16n = constant, (53)

and so there must be radial geodesics in the astronomical rest frame. In the co-moving

frame, this is not the case, the ratio MI F being r-dependent.

Note that ;p = 0 ~ p~= MCr) i =1= 0, so particles on radial geodesics have non-zero

angular momentum. Using the orthonormal basis of Section 2.4.1, the expression for P~,

in regions where t is timelike and t/J is spacelike, reduces to P~=VI sina cos{3so unless

f3 =±n/2, P~= 0 ~ a = O.

InFigure 5.6, seventeen null geodesics in a hypersurface of z = constant leave a point

on the cylinder's surface and are plotted in the astronomical rest frame. The dotted

geodesics have o« = n/2, os = 0 and aR = -n/2. The dotted geodesic going upwards in

the diagram has aR = 0 ~ P~=O.The radial geodesic has a'R ~ - 0.578.

10

Figure 5.6 Null geodesics in the astronomical rest frame, with a = 0.49, R = 1.
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As we shall see in Chapter 7, the astronomical rest frame has a special relevance in

relation to the clock effect in van Stockum spacetime. In fact, in the astronomical rest

frame, the clock effect is zero. This is not the case in the locally non-rotating frame

described in Section 4.1. Thus the astronomical rest frame has the better claim to be

called non-rotating, as noted in Bonnor and Steadman [43].

It was also pointed out by Semerack [47] that the observer in the astronomical rest

frame of the van Stockum metric is an example of an 'extremely accelerated observer', a

subject which he and others have studied recently, but which is not pursued here.

Van Stockum described the astronomical rest frame as a frame which is not rotating

with respect to the fixed stars. Plotting geodesics in this frame can give clearer pictures

for case I, especially when several geodesics are shown. Figure S.7 shows case I null

geodesics in the astronomical rest-frame in a hypersurface of z = constant. Since R = I,

aR =0.19, 0.29, 0.39 and 0.49 as labelled. All geodesics were plotted for the same range

of the affine parameter, except those that hit the dust cylinder.

a = 0.19

a = 0.39

a = 0.29

a = 0.49

Figure 5.7 Null geodesics in the astronomical rest-frame.
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Figure 5.8 shows the same plots as the previous figure but in the co-moving frame.

Only the cases aR = 0.19 and aR = 0.49 are shown, and features of the two cases which

are evident in Figure 5.7 are largely overwhelmed by the effect of the rotating reference

frame. Plotting more than a few geodesics in the co-moving frame is not usually helpful,

often resulting in congested plots.

a = 0.19 a = 0.49

Figure 5.8 Null geodesics in the co-moving frame.

A visual impression of the rotation and tidal effect in the case I van Stockum exterior

may be obtained by again using the astronomical rest frame. In Figure 5.9, three test

particles in a triangular configuration all have initial speeds vo = O. One test particle has

ro = 50 and the other two have ro = 60. Despite the optical illusion in the diagram, the

latter two fall inwards at the same rate. At equal intervals of proper time, the geodesics

of the test particles have been connected by straight lines to give an impression of a

triangle being swept sideways and stretched radially whilst falling at an increasing speed.

20

10

Figure 5.9 A triangular configuration of test particles with Vo = 0 in the astronomical

rest frame, with R = I, a = 0.49.
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5.5 The exterior for aR > 1

Since we are restricting attention to metrics with aR < 1, it is interesting that Bonnor [5]

noted that only for a2 R2 < 1 do the algebraic invariants of the exterior tend to zero as r

-+ 00. For aR = 1, the invariants are constant and for a2 R2 > 1 they tend to infinity as r-+

00, suggesting another source, at r = 00, in addition to the central cylinder. It should be

noted however, that the exterior is not asymptotically Minkowskian whatever the choice

of parameters, a problem shared with the Newtonian version of the infinite cylinder.
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Bonnor's rotating dust cloud

6.1 A dust cloud solution

Newtonian mechanics allows the existence of a stationary axially symmetric rotating

dust cloud only if it is cylindrically symmetric and infinite in length. Otherwise, the dust

cloud would collapse due to a density gradient parallel to the axis of rotation.

Remarkably, there are stationary axially symmetric rotating dust cloud solutions in

general relativity which are not cylindrically symmetric.

The general solution for stationary axially symmetric dust was given by Winicour

[41]. Whilst acknowledging the influence ofWinicour, Bonnor took a special solution of

van Stockum in developing a rotating dust cloud solution. The van Stockum class of

solutions covers rigidly rotating dust only. An outline of Bonnor's solution was shown in

Chapter 1, but it is re-written here in more detail, in the notation of Bonnor's paper [40].

Van Stockum's axially symmetric dust metric is

(1)

where 0 s r < 00, - 00 < z < 00, 0 s¢s 2 n , - 00 < t < 00. Compared with van Stockum,

Bonnor used a slightly different but equivalent method for generating solutions, whereby

the function n (which differs from the n of van Stockum's solution in the previous

sections) is given by

n = re." (2)
and e=e(r, z) is a solution of Laplace's equation

(3)

The function p = p(r, z) may then be found from

r p" = (4)= - n.z n"
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Bonnor found that the simple solution to Laplace's equation given by

(5)

where h is a constant, resulted in a dust cloud whose density tends to zero at spatial

infinity. Note that R here is not the same as the R in van Stockum's solution. As h -+ 0,

the metric goes to the Minkowski form. The choice of e= 2hlR leads to

Jl.=
2h,2

n=-R3 ' (6)

in the metric equation (1). For comparison, the choice e = 0,2/2-0z2, where 0 is a

constant, gives the van Stockum dust cylinder.

The solution describes a cloud of rigidly rotating dust particles moving along circular

geodesics in hypersurfaces of z = constant. The dust cloud is at rest with respect to the

coordinate frame, its velocity being 'Ii = oJ. The density of the dust is given by

(7)

so that outside of the singularity at the coordinate origin, p > O.The density diminishes

rapidly with increasing distance from the origin, tending to zero at spatial infmity.

Bonnor found that on transforming the metric to the locally non-rotating frame (see

Section 4.1) and taking -fi« as the gravitational potential, in the approximation for

large R, the potential contains no mass term. However, attempting to calculate the mass

gave a divergent integral. To reconcile these contradictory results, Bonnor speculated

that the singularity at R = 0 may have infinite negative mass.

6.2 Geodesics in the dust cloud

Since the metric coefficients are functions of both r and z, the geodesic equations, even

in the symbolic form used in Section 2.2, are more complicated than those for the van

Stockum solution. Writing a general form of the metric as

cts2 = Htz, r)(<iz2 + d?) + L(z, r) d¢J2 + 2 Mtz, r) d¢J dt - F(z, r) ~, (8)
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with the ranges of the coordinates as before, enables the geodesic equations to be

calculated using Mathematica :

~ = 2~ (r'l -::2) u; -2 r Zu; +i/} L,z +2 i it>u; -r F,z),

, = (z2 - il) H,r -2 t Z H,z +i/} L,r +2 iit>M,r _i2 F,r
2H •

;L 1 .
'I' = - 2" {t [¢> (M L,r -LM,r) + t (LF,r +M M,r» +r

z[it>(ML,z -LM,z) -ui»; +M M,z)]},

'i = ~ {t[/(M r; -F M,r) -lp(F L.r +M M,r)] +r
z [; (M F.z -F M,z) - it>(F i;+M M,z)]).

(9)

Superior dots indicate differentiation with respect to the affine parameter and subscripts

denote differentiation with respect to z or r.

6.2.1 Circular geodesics

The presence of circular timelike geodesics may be found by setting the necessary

conditions t = z = 0 in the geodesic equations. This gives ;p = 'i= 0, together with

. 1 ·2·2 2 . . ·2 .2~ = 2 ¢> M,z +¢> L,z -I F.z , = ¢ 1M.r +¢ L,r -I F,r
2H 2H

(10)

Since M = n, L = (,2 - n2) and F = 1, solving ~ = 0 and i' = 0 simultaneously, with the

function n = 2 h ,2 / R 3• gives three solutions,

. {' Thr t }
¢> = 0, ¢> = 4 h2 + r4 • z = 0 , r = O. (11)

The first solution clearly describes the dust particles and the second solution shows

the presence of additional circular geodesics in the equatorial plane. To find whether

these geodesics are time like, null or space like, we can put cl? = d? = 0 into the metric

equation (1) and divide by dr2 to get

. (ds)2 (d¢»2 (d¢»dt = (~-~) dt + 2 n dt - 1. (12)
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Since;P = 0 =* dtp/clt = 0, the first solution of(ll) gives (ds/dt)2 = -1, confirming the

timelike geodesics of the dust particles. Substituting d¢>/dt from the second solution, with

z= 0, gives

(
dS)2 = r4 (4 h2 _ r4) •

d t (r4 + 4 h2)2

From the sign of (ds / dt)2, the additional circular geodesics, in the equatorial plane, are

(13)

timelike where r > ...[2ii and spacelike where r < ...[2ii. There is a circular null geodesic

at r = V2ii. The nature and distribution of circular geodesics in the equatorial plane

give an indication of the interesting distribution of null geodesics throughout the dust

cloud as described in the following section.

6.2.2 The distribution of null geodesics in the dust cloud

From the line element (1) and the dependence of the gik on z and r, the constants of the

motion along any geodesic are given by

(14)

where P~ and E are interpreted as angular momentum and energy respectively of photons

(or test particles). The superior dot again indicates differentiation with respect to a

suitable affine parameter. Thus we may write

. (r2 - n2)E + nP~
t = 2 •r (15)

For null geodesics we must have ru2 = 0, in which case, from (1) and because

expg (d? + &2) ~ 0,

12_ 2n ;Pi-(~ _n2);p2 ~ O.

Using equations (15) therefore, everywhere along a null geodesic, we have

(16)

(17)
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6.2.3 Null geodesics with P~ s 0

Without loss of generality, the affine parameter may be scaled so that E = 1. The

simplest case to examine is for null geodesics with pif' =O.We must then have 72- n2 2:

0, from (17), so that, using n = 2 h ,1/R 3 from equations (6),

4h2,A
,;. - R 6 2: 0 ~ ;. 2: (2 h r)2/3 -,;. .

Thus null geodesics having pif' s 0 can exist only outside of the toroidal surface

(18)

z2 = (2 h r)2/3 - ,2. Figure 6.1 shows the toroidal surface, with a cut-away section, when
h=1.

Figure 6.1 Null geodesics having P if' s 0 can exist only outside this surface.

From equations (14), if r = 0 and z *" 0 then Pif' = 0 so that geodesics having Pif' = 0 are

the only ones that can reach the z-axis. Note that only outside the toroidal surface is the t/>

coordinate spacelike in the rest frame of the dust.

This forbidden region for null geodesics with P if' s 0 is especially interesting in light

of the conjecture that the singularity at the origin of coordinates contains negative mass.

Are light and test particles repelled by a negative 'gravitational force' associated with the
singularity?
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6.2.4 Null geodesics generally

To pursue the question of possible repulsion from the central singularity, we shall

examine null geodesics with the full range of values of P~.Using (17) (with E = 1) gives

(19)
so that

(n - r) ~ P~ ~ (n + r). (20)

Consider a null geodesic with any particular value of P~.Then any point (r, z) along

the geodesic must satisfy (20). Thus the geodesic cannot enter any part of the (r, z) plane

for which either n - r > P~ or n + r < P~. The boundaries between the allowed and

forbidden regions in the (r, z) plane are the curves n - r = P~ and n + r = P~.

To illustrate the extent and nature of the allowed regions for null geodesics with

various values of p~,we can plot the boundaries and colour the forbidden regions. Since

n+ r ~ 0, if p~ < 0 then there are no points (r, z) such that n + r < P~ and there is just

one boundary (n - r = P~) and one forbidden region. If P~ > 0 then there are two

boundaries and two forbidden regions.

The allowed regions for a sample of null geodesics with eight different values of P~

are shown as the white areas in Figure 6.2. Forbidden regions wherein n - r > P~ are

bounded by n - r = P~ and are coloured red. Forbidden regions wherein n + r < P~ are

bounded by n + r = P~ and are coloured yellow.
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2 2
Pq,=-l/lO Pq,=O Pq,=l/lO

2 2
1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5
1 1 1 1

0.5 0.5 0.5
z 0 z 0 z 0 z

-0.5 -0.5 -0.5 -0.5
-1 -1 -1 -1

-1.5 -1.5 -1.5 -1.5

0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 0.5 I 1.5 2 2.5

r r r r

P¢=63...[2/32 Pq,=2...[2 P¢=6S...[2/32
2 2 2 2

1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5
1 1 1 1

0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5
z 0 z 0 z 0 z 0

-0.5 -0.5 -0.5 -0.5
-1 -1 -1 -1

-1.5 -1.5 -1.5 -1.5

0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5

r r r r

Figure 6.2 Excluded regions (coloured) for null geodesics with P tP as shown. Rotation
parameter h = 1.

As P tP increases, the red forbidden region shrinks. For P tP > 2...[fh. this region

becomes isolated by the yellow forbidden region so that geodesics with PtP > 2-{fh

from the outer region, for example geodesics from spatial infinity, cannot approach the

central red region very closely. For P tP > 2...[fh there are separate inner and outer

allowed regions. These features will be examined analytically in the following section.

6.3 Analysing the null geodesic central forbidden region

The isolating of the red forbidden region from incoming null geodesics clearly depends

on the disposition of the yellow forbidden region in Figure 6.2. The boundary of the

yellow region is given by

2 h,.2
n+r= +r=P

(r2 + z2)3/2 tP • (21)
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Since both forbidden regions are symmetric about z = 0, isolation of the red region

implies that the boundary of the yellow region must cross the line z =O.Putting z = 0 in

(21) and solving for r gives r values where the boundary crosses the line:

1 ( 2 1/2) 1 ( 2 1/2)r = '2 P,p-(P,p -8h) , r = '2 P,p+(P,p -8h) . (22)

When P,p < 2 V2ii there are no real solutions. When P,p = 2 {2h, r = V2ii (twice).

When PtfJ > 2 V2ii there are two distinct real solutions. These results tally with Figure

6.2 and show that there are also two crossings of the line z = 0, by the boundaries of the

yellow region, for higher values of P,p than those plotted.

The impression given by Figure 6.2, concerning the allowed regions for null geodesics

with different values of P,p, is thus supported analytically. The highest value of P tfJ before

the central red region becomes isolated is PtfJ = 2 V2ii when equations (22) give r =

V2ii, twice. However, as shown in Section 6.2.1, there is a circular null geodesic

(having PtfJ = 2 V2ii) at r = V2ii in the equatorial plane.

The red forbidden region defined by n - r = 2 V2ii is significant. As we have just

shown, it cannot be entered by null geodesics from the outer allowed regions if they have

PtfJ ~ 2 V2ii. But since, as PtfJ decreases, the red region expands, it is also forbidden to

geodesics with P,p < 2 {2h. Thus this region, which cannot be entered by any geodesic

from the outer allowed region, is called the central separate zone [48]. An expression for

the surface of the zone can be found by putting n - r = 2 V2ii, and solving to get

(
2 hr2 )2/3

; = 2 {2h +r -,2.

A plot of the surface of the central separate zone in the (r, z) plane, when h = 1, is shown

(23)

in Figure 6.3.
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Figure 6.3 The central separate zone at the centre of the dust cloud. It cannot be entered
by any null geodesic from the outer allowed region, irrespective of P¢>.

No null geodesic with P ¢> s 2...(2ii can exist within the central separate zone. If P ¢> >

2...(2ii however, the yellow forbidden region isolates the central separate zone from the

outer allowed region. Thus any null geodesic originating within the zone is prevented

from passing into the outer allowed region. One way of encapsulating the situation is to

say that null geodesics from spatial infinity cannot enter the central separate zone and

null geodesics from within the zone cannot extend to spatial infinity. In fact, they cannot

extend far at all as we shall see in the following section.

6.4 Confinement of null geodesics around a central forbidden region

The allowed region outside of some central forbidden region (whose extent depends on

P¢» continues outwards towards spatial infinity for geodesics having P I/J < 2 {fJi. This

is clear from Figure 6.2 and equation (22). However, geodesics close to the central

forbidden region and having P¢> > 2 {fJi are confined within the inner allowed region.

This was seen in the lower right-hand plot in Figure 6.2, and Figure 6.4 shows four more

examples. The white regions are where null geodesics, with the given P¢>' are confined.
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P¢=3 P¢=4 P¢=5 P¢=6

0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5

0 0 0 O,a..z z z z ~
-0.5 -0.5 -0.5 -0.5

0.5 I 0.5 1 0.5 1 0.5 1

r r r r

Figure 6.4 Central regions of confinement (white) for null geodesics.

As P ¢J increases, the bounding surfaces and the space between them decrease. Solving

n - r = P¢J and n + r = P¢J for z enables the allowed regions for a null geodesic with a

given P¢J to be specified precisely. Thus the inner allowed region is given by

(24)

As P ¢J ~ 00, this region shrinks, around the origin, towards zero volume. The outer

allowed region is given by

(
2 h?- )2/3

; > - -? for {p ¢ > 2 {2h , r < P¢} ,P¢J-r '

and - 00 < Z < 00 for {P¢ > 2 {2h , r ~ P¢J} .
(25)

As an example, Figure 6.5 shows the inner allowed region and part of the outer allowed

region for null geodesics with P¢J = 3.

P¢=3
3 r-----r-----

2

-1

-2

2 3 4 5 6

r

Figure 6.S Allowed (white) regions for null geodesics with P¢= 3.
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6.S Geodesics illustrated

This section has diagrams showing the behaviour of some null and time like geodesics in

a dust cloud with the parameter h = 1. In the coordinate frame of the diagrams, the dust

is at rest. Apart from within the toroidal region shown in Figure 6.1, in this frame, the t

coordinate is timelike and the ¢ coordinate is space like throughout, so geodesics may be

plotted provided that TO and Zo lie outside the toroidal region.

6.S.1 Null geodesics with p~ ~ 2 V2h

The behaviour of null geodesics with P tP ~ 2 {rh, in the equatorial plane of the dust

cloud, is very sensitive to initial conditions as shown in the following plots. Note that to

five decimal places, 2 {2 = 2.82843. In Figure 6.6, a null geodesic with P lfJ=2.82844 is

plotted from TO = 5. It orbits the centre of the dust cloud just outside the circle at r = -{2
before travelling outwards.

1

1

2 0 2 4

Figure 6.6 A null geodesic, in the equatorial plane, with TO = 5 and P lfJ=2.82844.

In Figure 6.7, a null geodesic with PlfJ = 2.82842 is plotted from ro = 5. It first orbits the

centre of the dust cloud close to the circle at r = {2 and then falls inwards again, before

finally travelling outwards.
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024

Figure 6.7 A null geodesic, in the equatorial plane, with ro = 5 and P 4> =2.82842.

As well as being remarkably sensitive to initial conditions, the plots in Figures 6.6 and

6.7 are consistent with the circular null geodesic at r = -{i having P4> = 2 ....ffh.

6.5.2 Test particles with initial speeds Vo = 0

Figure 6.8 shows a triangular configuration of test particles in the equatorial plane,

similar to that which was 'released' in the van Stockum astronomical rest frame and

which was shown in Figure 5.9. The test particles have initial speed Vo = 0 and the

geodesics in the figure are plotted in the frame co-rotating with the dust. Note that the

geodesic speed of the dust may be found by solving for (p = 0 (see orthonormal frame

details in Section 2.4.1) to get Vdust = 2hrR-3. Remarkably, the test particles fall

outwards and the one with the smallest ro 'overtakes' the others radially; its geodesic is

shown blue.

20 40

20

40

60

Figure 6.8 A triangular configuration of test particles with vo=O,zo=O,2"0= O.
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In Figure 6.9, the test particles are initially at the same radial coordinates as before,

but they start at Zo = 10, not in the equatorial plane. In this three-dimensional plot, the

small sphere marks the centre of the dust cloud. The inner test particle (blue plot)

overtakes the other two both radially and axially.

10

20
z

o

Figure 6.9 The triangular configuration of test particles with vo=O, zo= 0, zo=lO.

The impression of repulsion from the centre of the dust cloud is also given by the

behaviour of null geodesics as the following section shows.

6.5.3 Inwards-going null geodesics

In Figure 6.10, thirty-three null geodesics start from the same event in the equatorial

plane at ro = 5 and at slightly different initial angles. Since to = 0, they remain in the

equatorial plane and seem to be repelled from the centre.
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5 0 5 10

Figure 6.10 Null geodesics from n,= 5 in the equatorial plane.

Finally, the three-dimensional plots in Figure 6.11 show null geodesics starting with

'0 = 2 and Zo = 2. They all have the same to < 0 such that the central geodesic is initially

directed towards the singularity. The toroidal shape depicts the central separate zone

which was described by equation (23) although this depiction is rather fanciful since the

¢ coordinate is timelike within the torus of Figure 6.1.

o

3

2

z 1

-1

1 2

Figure 6.11 Null geodesics from '0 = Zo = 2.
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6.6 Repulsive gravitation

From examining the distribution of null geodesics and plotting both null and timelike

geodesics, Bonnor's speculation that the central singularity has negative mass seems to

be supported, since negative mass should be a source of repulsive gravitation. As noted

in Section 4.1, Abramowicz and coworkers [35-37] developed a method which

introduced the concept of acceleration into general relativity as an aid to the

understanding of physical phenomena. Although this seems a retrograde step, general

relativity having done away with the Newtonian notion of force in gravitation, the

scheme has turned out to be very useful. Abramowicz and Lasota have described its early

development and some of the consequences in a recent paper [42]. The extension and

further application of this work by Prasanna and others is outlined in Appendix 3.

As mentioned in the previous section, the t/J coordinate is spacelike only outside the

toroidal surface of Figure 6.1. Abramowicz's work on the inertial forces uses the angular

velocity w = -g",t/ gf/HII,of the zero angular momentum observer, in formulating the

Coriolis and centrifugal forces, so that it is inapplicable in the timelike t/J region.

However, the expression for the gravitational force is derived from a scalar potential and

is therefore relevant throughout the dust cloud. Using Abramowicz's formalism, the

components of the gravitational acceleration acting on the dust particles in the r and z
directions in the rotating dust cloud are given by

(26)

The numerator of G r changes sign where z = {27 and both denominators change sign

where Jtl = 4 h2 ,2, which also defines the toroidal surface shown in Figure 6.1. The

vector and contour plots of G (with h = 1), in Figure 6.12, show what is happening. The

surface Jtl = 4 h2 ,2 is plotted in red.
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Figure 6.12 Left, vector plot of G.
Right, contour plot of the magnitude of G.

Outside the red line, gravitational acceleration is directed inwards, towards the timelike

¢> region, and is increasing in magnitude, tending to infinity as the line is approached.

Inside, the acceleration is directed outwards, again increasing in magnitude, tending to

infinity as the line is approached. In the contour plot, the white region around the red line

is an artefact of the plotting process. This is the region of maximum acceleration which

should have the maximum density of contours. Figure 6.13 shows just the area around

the singularity (which is white in Figure 6.12).

z
0.02
0.015
0.01
0.005

Httt++-+-+---+-----4-r
0.04 0.05-0.005

-0.01
-0.015
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Figure 6.13 Contour plot near the singularity.

If Abramowicz's concept of inertial acceleration in general relativity is valid here, the

central singularity must be a source of repulsive gravitation.
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The clock effect

7.1 Definition of the clock effect

If a rotating spacetime has circular, timelike geodesics in both directions, the clock

effect is defined as the difference in periods of test particles orbiting in either direction.

The clock effect depends on the choice of coordinate system in which the periods are

measured. For a static spacetime, in non-rotating coordinates the clock effect is zero. For

stationary spacetimes, the clock effect may be reduced to zero by a suitable choice of

coordinates. Some spacetimes may not admit circular timelike geodesics in both

directions, in which case the clock effect is not defined. Examples of the latter are the

van Stockum case ITand case III exteriors which have circular, timelike geodesics in one

direction only.

Tartaglia [49] has shown that the clock effect should be detectable in the solar system,

indeed, by clocks orbiting the Earth. Orbits around Jupiter, however, would give more

reliable results.

7.2 Formulae for the clock effect

Taking the general form of the cylindrically symmetric metric,

ru2 = H(r)(dz2 + d?) + L(r) rup2 + 2 M(r) d¢ dt - F(r) d?, (1)

where - 00 < z < 00, 0 s r < 00, 0 s ¢ s 2 1C and F L +M2 = r2, there are several useful

formulae connected with the clock effect and derived in reference [43].

The proper time for the completion of one geodesic orbit is

21C Si
T; = ~' (i = 1,2), (2)

where Si is defined by
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s/ = F - 2M Wi - Lw/, (3)
and W (== d¢/dt) is given by

Wi = E;p - M'
L' (El = +1,E2 = -1), (4)

p = (F'L'+(M,)2)1/2

and dashes denote differentiation with respect to r. The clock effect is
(5)

Ai = i2 - il

and it turns out to be convenient to work with the squares of il and i2 in the form
(6)

2 2 16' p(F'M - FM')i2 - it = tt: .
(F12 (7)

Transformations to rotating coordinate systems (shown barred) are such that

"'='I+!l1 1=7. z=z r=,.'P ¥' , , , , (8)

and .0 is a constant. The metric coefficients in the transformed system are

E = L, JJ = M + nL, P = F - 2.0 M _.02 L. (9)

From equation (7), a non-zero clock effect will be reduced to zero in a rotating

coordinate system provided that in the rotating coordinates

P'M - PM' =
.o2(L'M - LM') + .o(F'L - F L') + (F'M - FM') = O.

The roots of (10) give !l for transformation to frames of zero clock effect (ZCE) and the

(10)

roots are real if

(F'L - F L')2 ~ 4(L'M - LM1(F'M - FM'). (11)
This expression can be re-arranged to get

(12)

In light of the coordinate condition F L +M2 = ,2 and the definition of p from (5), it

follows that the roots are real if

(13)
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Since n in transformation (8) is a constant, if the roots of (10) are r-dependent, the

analysis holds only at r = rl where rl is fixed.

7.3 The clock effect in van Stockum spacetime

7.3.1 Dust interior

The van Stockum interior in co-rotating coordinates has

L = ,.2(1 -cl- ,.2), M = a,.2, F = 1.

Using (3) with (4) and (5) we find that
(14)

r = 4cl-,.2, 812 = 1, 822 = (1 - 402 ,1)
(1 - 2 a2 Tl)2 '

so that the clock effect in the interior is defined only for ar < 112.Dust cylinders with aR

(15)

< 1/2 are sources for case I spacetimes. Since such cylinders have r < 1, they have

coordinate frames of ZCE. Furthermore, we find that, in co-rotating coordinates,

1r(1 - 4 a2 ,1)1/2
1'1 = 00, 1'2 = ,

a (16)

and the clock effect for the interior is then infinite.

From (10) and (14), transformation of the interior metric to coordinate systems of

ZeE at any particular, ='1 requires

(17)

It might be expected that the locally non-rotating frame (LNRF) would be a frame of

ZCE. However, we saw in Section 4.1 that in the LNRF, the angular velocity of the dust
IS

a
w = ----=-

l-a2,.y'
so that the transformation from the co-rotating frame to the LNRF requires

(18)

-a
nLNRF = =1= nZCE.

1 - a2 ,.y (19)
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7.3.2 Vacuum exterior

The van Stockum exterior clock effect is defined only in case 1. The case I metric

coefficients in the rest frame of the dust particles may be written

M= a~«2n+ l)yn+1 +(2n-l)yl-2n)
------------~~4-n--------~--~, (20)

F= (2n-l)yn+1 +(2n+ 1)yl-2n
4n

where

y = ~, n = ~ ~ 1 - 4 a2 R2, !> n2 > O.

Substituting these into Equation (7) gives

(21)

(22)

which is non-zero for all n in the range.

Using (10), two values of n give frames of ZCE. One is indeterminate in the flat

space limit and the other is

-4a
nZCE = -----:-

(1 + 2n)2 '

which is constant. Thus in the transformed frame, and in contrast with the interior, the

(23)

clock effect is zero for all r > R. From equations (9), (20) and (23), the metric

coefficients become

(24)

and comparison with Section 5.4 shows that the frame of ZCE is also the astronomical

rest frame. The transformation from co-rotating coordinates to the LNRF in case I is

given by
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16(1-2n)3/2nnLMU = ------------ ~~------ _
(2n+ 1)3/2(2n+ 1)3(1!-)4n+(2n_l)3)R'

which, as with the interior, differs from nZCE and is valid only at r = '1. This is the

(25)

justification for saying that the astronomical rest frame has the better claim to be called
non-rotating.



_, Chapter 8 _,

Conclusion

Work for this thesis involved the plotting of geodesics and the analysis of interesting

features of the plots. The use of a computer to plot geodesics is far from being a new

technique but the methods employed here, involving proprietary software and a personal

computer, are readily available to any interested researcher.

Whilst Bonnor's remark that "...in the book of exact solutions one finds many whose

physical meaning is unknown or only partially understood" still holds true, some

progress has been made with two exact solutions, and the technique of geodesic plotting

is applicable to many others.

In addition to the elaboration of existing results on interior geodesics in the van

Stockum solution, it was shown that, in the case ill exterior, all null geodesics

originating at the surface of the dust cylinder are radially confined. These results will be

of use if ever the solution is found to be applicable to an astrophysical situation.

In Bonnor's dust cloud solution, the existence of a peculiar central toroidal region was

demonstrated. This 'central separate zone' cannot be penetrated by inwards-going

geodesics and outwards-going geodesics from the region are closely confined to its

locality. The dust cloud solution, being asymptotically flat in all directions, may well

find a use in astrophysics.

Work on the clock effect is important since it may soon be possible to look for the

effect experimentally, giving another test of general relativity in the solar system.

Results obtained here, concerning the reference frame for measurements, could have

relevance to such tests.

Concerning further research, the rotating dust cloud is a promising subject. With the

van Stockum vacuum metric, it shares the phenomenon of the ¢J coordinate being

timelike in some regions, in the co-rotating frame. Unlike the van Stockum solution, no

convenient coordinate transformation has yet been found to enable the plotting of

geodesics starting anywhere in the dust cloud. Dealing with regions in which the roles of
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the t/J and t coordinates is reversed seems to be a little-researched topic. The central

separate zone shares some of the characteristics of both black holes and white holes

without being either, but the surface of the zone is not an event horizon. The nature of

the central singularity is still uncertain. A clue to the nature of the dust cloud solution

may lie in the motion of charged particles in the field of a magnetic dipole (the Stormer

effect) [44,45]. The similarity with the distribution of null geodesics in the dust cloud is

remarkable.



'- Appendix 1 '-

Solving geodesic equations with Mathematica

This appendix shows how geodesic equations and initial conditions can be written in a

form suitable for use by Mathematica, An example of a file containing metric functions

is 'schwout.m' for the Schwarzschild metric. Such files may contain not only the g, k but

the r~k' and components of the Ricci, Riemann, Weyl and Einstein tensors for use

elsewhere. These may all be calculated from the metric tensor using MathTensor

software.

A.I.I Schwarzschild Mathematlca expressions

The geodesic equations are re-written so that t ... p, r ... q and it> ... k and then put into a

file called 'geolschwarz-tre]' which is in a form suitable for Mathematica. The file is

bracketed together with the definitions G = 1,M = 1 and the command to call the file

'schwout.m' which contains the metric functions for the Schwarzschild exterior.

{G= 1,M = 1,« schwout.m, geo[schwarz-tr¢][p_, q_, k_. t_, r_, ¢_] :=

2GM pq 2(jl M2 r
lp, q, k, 2 GM r _ r2 ' r3 + t2 r +

(1)

(
,2 r q2 ) 2kq}GM -2tr-2+ 2GM 2 ,--}~r - r+r r

The next expression contains the Mathematica routine 'solvelight3A' which will solve

the geodesic equations once the initial conditions have been specified. The dashes

indicate differentiation with respect to the affine parameter and the precision of the

numerical solution may also be specified here. The general expressions for the initial

conditions are also defined.
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{{AO = Apart[Metricg[-4, -4] /. r-> rO], Bo = Apart[-Metricg[-I, -I] /. r -> rOn,

solvelight3A[x_, b_: 0, {to_:0, rO_: 0, ¢o_: OJ, {aO_}, stop_] :=

Flatten[Map[NDSolve[#, {t, r, ¢}, {T, 0, stop},

AccuracyGoal-> 6, PrecisionGoal-> 6, WorkingPrecision -> 16,

MaxSteps -> 500]&, {Join[MapTbread[EqUal,{{t'[T], r"[T], ¢"[T]},

Take[geo[x][t'[T], r[T], ¢'[T], t[T], r[T], ¢>[T]],{4, 6}]}], {t[h] == to, r[h] == rO, ¢>[h]== ¢O.

t'[h]== ~.¢'[h]== AVSin[aO],r'[h]== AVCOs[aO]}]}], I]};«0 rO ffo
Entering one of the following two lines selects either timelike or null geodesics and

resets any initial conditions which may have been entered previously.

{Nullgeodesic, frO =., aO =., .t = 1H;

{Timelikegeodesic, frO =., aO =., .t = 1 }};
.yl-v2

Finally, initial conditions and required length (in terms of the affine parameter) are

(3)

specified for a particular geodesic, and the equations are solved.

{v = 0.1, rO = 10, aO = 1r/4, to = 0, ¢O= 0, time = 10,

sdI = solvelight3A[schwarz - tr¢, 0, {to, rO, ¢O},{aO}, time]};

The file containing the data for the geodesic is called 'sd l', By referring to this file, a

(4)

simple command to plot radial coordinate r against the parameter T could be:

ParametricPlot[Evaluate[{T, r[T]} /. sdI], {T, 0, time}]; (S)

A.t.2 Kerr Mathematica expressions

The geodesic equations for the Kerr metric, in the file called 'geo[kerr-trO¢]', are much

lengthier, even when written symbolically. The explicit equations are calculated only

when the expression is used, and are not seen on the computer screen.
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{M = 1,a = 1, theta =B, phi =¢J, «kerrout.m, geo[kerr-trO¢J][p_, CLLk_, t_, r_, B_, ¢J_j=

Apart[ {p, q, t.k, (-J[r, B) Uk pO,I)[r, B) + i p,]<O,I)[r, OJ+ k q pl,O)[r, 0] +pq ,]<I,O)[r, en +

F[r, e) Uk ,]<o,1)[r, B) +i p _K(O,I)[r, 0] +k q,]<I,O)[r, 0] + pq K(I,O)[r, 0])) /

(J[r, B]2 - F(r, 0] K[r, BD,

1
2 A[r, e] (-2 i q A (0, I) [r, 0] - q2 A(1.o)[r, B] +

IB(1,O)[r, e] + t2 pl,O)[r, e] + 2k p,]<I,O)[r, 0] + p'2 _K(I,O)[r, en,

1 (...2 A(O,I)[r B] _ /2 ]3<o,I)[r 0] +2 B[r, e] 'I ,J ,

t2 pO,l)[r, B] + 2 k p ,]<O,I)[r, e] +r X<O,I)[r, e] - 2i q B(1,O)[r, en,
(K[r, B] (jk pO,I)[r, B) +i p,]<O,ll[r, e) +k q pl,O)[r, B] + p q,]<I,O)[r, eD-

J[r, O]UkJ(O,I)[r, B] + i pX<°,l)[r, e] +kqJ<I,O)[r, 0] + pq_K(I,O)[r, 0]))1

(J[r, 0]2 - F(r, 0] K[r, OJ)} I.

{A[r, 0] ->Metricg[-I, -1], B[r, 0] ->Metricg[-2, -2],

F(r, 0] ->Metricg[-3, -3], J[r, 0] ->Metricg[-4, -3], K[r, 0] ->Metricg[-4, -4],

A(l,O)[r,O] -> D[Metricg[-I, -1], r], ]3<I,O)[r, 0] -> D[Metricg[-2, -2], rl,

pl,Ol[r, e] -> D[Metricg[ -3, -3], r], ,]<I,O)[r, 0] -> D[Metricg[ -4, -3], r],

KlI,O)[r, e] -> D[Metricg[ -4, -4], r], A(O,I)[r, 0] -> D[Metricg[ -1, -1], e],

]3<O,I)[r, 0] -> D[Metricg[ -2, -2], 0], pO,I)[r, 0] ->D[Metricg[ -3, -3], 0],

,]<O.I)[r, 0] -> D[Metricg[-4, -3], e], X<O.I)[r, 0] -> D[Metricg[ -4, -4], on]};
The Mathematica routine 'solve4' will solve the geodesic equations once the initial

conditions have been specified. The general expressions for the initial conditions are

defined.

{{Ao =Apart[Metrlcg[-I, -1] /. {r -> rO, 0-> eo}],

Bo =Apart[Metricg[-2, -2] /. {r -> rO, 0 -> eo}],

Fo = Apart[Metricg[-3, -3] /. {r -> rO, 0 -> eo}],

Jo = Apart[Metricg[-4. -3] /. {r -> rOo 0 -> (JO)].

Ko = Apart[Metricg[ -4, -4] /. {r -> rO, 0 -> (JO)]},
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solve4[x_, b_: 0, {to_:0, rO_: 0, oo_: 0, ¢O_: OJ. taO_, f30_}, stop] :=

Flatte~ (NDSolve[#I, It, r, e, ¢}, {T, 0, stop}, AccuracyGoal-> 8,

PrecisionGoal-> 8, WorkingPrecision -> 16, MaxSteps -+ 500]&)/@

{Join[MapThread[Equal, {{('[T], r"[T], ({'[T], ¢"[T]},

Take[geo[x][([T], r'[T], e'[T], ¢'[T], t[T], r[T], O[T], ¢[T]], {5, 8m],

{t[b] == to, r[b] == rO, Orb] == 00, ¢[b] == ¢O,

_rr: A (V Sin[aO]Cos[f30]_ ~ Jp )

([b] == A "V I'O , ¢'[b] == J6-FoKo

~ .Po - Fo Ko ffo

r'[b] == VACOS[aO] Cos[f30] , e'[b] == -vASin[pO] }]}, I]};
«0 ffo

A.t.l van Stockum Mathematlca expressions

The van Stockum geodesic equations, for a hypersurface of z = constant, in the file

called 'geojvans-tre]',

{{c = It a = 1/4, R = 1, n = Sqrt[1 - 4a/\2RI\2]/2
t

ri = R,

. 2
R Cosh[n Log[ ]- )] .

X= . , «vsastout.m, geo[vanS-tr¢][p_, J_, k_, t_, r_, ¢_] =n

Apart[{p, J, k, -U(L[r] (pF'[r] -kM'[r])M[r] (kL'[r] +

pM'[r]»)/(F[r]L[r] +M[r]2), _ r F'[r] +; H'[r]2-;[~~L'[r] +2pM'[r]) ,

-U(M[r](-pF'[r] + kM'[r]) +F[r](k L'[r] + pM'[r]»)/(F[r] L[r] +M[r]2)} I.
(8)

{H[r] -> Metricg[-I, -1], L[r] -> Metricg[-3, -3], M[r] -> Metricg[-4, -3],

F[r] -> -Metricg[-4, -4], H'[r] -> D[Metricg[-l, -1], r],

LTr] -> D[Metricg[ -3, -3], r], M[r] -> D[Metricg[ -4, -3], r],

F[r] ->D[-Metricg[-4, -4]. rn]};
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The Mathematica routine 'solve3' which will solve the geodesic equations once ,\ and the

initial conditions have been specified.

{{Ho = Apart[Metricg[-I, -I] /. r-> rO], Lo = Apart[Metricg[-3, -3] /. r=» rO],

Mo = Apart[Metricg[-4, -3] /. r-> rO], Fo = Apart[-Metricg[-4, -4J I. r=» rOn,

solve3[x_, b_: 0, {to_: 0, rO_:0, ,po_: OJ, {aOJ, stop_] :=

Flatten[(NDSolve[#I, ft, r, ¢I}, {T, 0, stop}, AccuracyGoaI -> 6,

PrecisionGoal-> 6, WorlcingPrecision -> 16, MaxSteps -+ SOO]&)/@

{Join[MapThread[EquaI,

{{t"[T], r"'[T], 4>"[Tn, Take[geo[x][t'[T], r[T], ¢I'[T], I[T], r[T]' 4>[T]], {4, 6}]}J,

{feb] == to, reb] == rO, (9)

4>[b] ==,po, t'[b] ==tU «0 + sU vSin[aO] -Mo/{rO {X),
rOVx V-Fo

vSin[ll'O] -Mo/{rO {X) .y.:p;,
¢I'[b] == tU J"T + sU .r:»

-vLo rOvX

reb] == Av Co.;;,] }]},I]}~
Ho

A.l.4 Mathematlca expressions for the rotating dust cloud

Dust cloud geodesic equations in the file called 'geo[cloud-zriPt]'.

{h = 1, «cloudout.m, geo[cloud - zr¢t][p_, q_,Lk_, z_, r_, ¢I_, t_] =

Apart[{p, q, j, k, 2H;r, z] (-~ PO.I)[r, z] +

(- p'l + if)H(O,I)[r, z] +f L(O,I)[r, z] + 2j k MO,l)[r, z] - 2 pq H(l,O)[r, z]),

1
---(-2pqH(O,l)[r z]_~pl,O)[r z]+2H[r, z] , ,

p'l H(1,O)[r,z] - if H(I,O)[r, z] +f L(1,O)[r,z] +2 j k Ml,O)[r, z]),

(M[r, z] (k p pO,I)[r, z] - j p M(o·l)[r, z] + k q PI.O)[r, z] - j qM<I,O)[r,z])-

F[r, z] U pL(O,I)[r, z] +k p M<O,I)[r,z] + jq LO,O)[r,z] +k qM<l,O)[r, z]))1
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(F[r, z] L[r, z] +M[r, Z]2),

(L[r, z] (-k P pO,I)[r, z] + j p M(O,I)[r, z] - k q pl,O)[r, z] + j q M(I,O)[r, z»-

M[r, z] UpL(O,ll[r, z] +k pM(O,l)[r, z] + jqLO,O)[r, z) +kqMI,O)[r, z]))/

(F[r, z] L[r, z] +M[r, z]2)} /.

(H[r, z) -> Metricg[-I, -1], L[r, z] -> Metricg[-3, -3],

M[r, z) -> Metricg[-4, -3], F[r, z) -> -Metricg[-4, -4],

HO,Ol[r, z] -> D[Metricg[-I, -1], r], L(I,Q)[r, z] -> D[Metricg[ -3, -3], r],

Ml,O)[r, z) -> D[Metricg[-4, -3), r], pl,O)[r, z] -> D[-Metricg[-4, -4], r),

H(O,I)[r, z] -> D[Metricg[ -1, -1), z), L(O,I)[r, z] -> D[Metricg[ -3, -3], z],

M(O,l)[r, z] -> D[Metricg[ -4, -3], z], p<O,I)[r, z] -> D[ -Metricg[ -4, -4], z]}]};

The Mathematica routine 'solve4' which will solve the geodesic equations once Aand the

initial conditions have been specified.

{{HO = Apart[Metricg[ -1, -1] /. {r -> rO, z -> zO}],

La = Apart[Metricg[-3, -3] /. {r -> rO, z -> zO}],

Mo = Apart[Metricg[ -4, -3] /. {r -> rO, Z -> zO}],

Fo = Apart[-Metricg[-4, -4] /. {r -> rO, z -> zO}]},

solve4[x_, b_: 0, {zO_: 0, rO_: 0, tfJO_: 0, to_: OJ,

taO_, .BOJ, stop_] := Flatten[ (NDSolve[#I, {z, r, ¢, I},

{T,O, stop}, AccuracyGoal-> 8, PrecisionGoaI-> 8,

WorkingPrecision -> 16, MaxSteps .... 2000]&)/@ (11)

{Join[MapThread[EquaI, {{~[T], r"[1], ¢"[1], ("[1]},

Take[geo[x][z'[1], 1"[1], ¢'[1], 1'[1], z[1'], r[1], ¢[1'], t[1]], (5, 8}]}),

{z[b] == zO, reb] == rO, ¢[b] == ¢O, t[b] == to,

z'[b) == v A Sin[.BO], r'[b] == v A Cos[aO] Cos[.BO] ,

Wo Wo

¢'[b]== A(VSin[aO]C~]-Mo/rO),t'[b]==A~ }n, I]};
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The electric and magnetic Weyl tensors

In recent years there has been considerable interest in the so-called electric and magnetic

parts of the Weyl tensor with view to helping in the interpretation of exact solutions. See,

for example, [29,30] for recent papers. This analysis was mentioned in Chapter 5, with

regard to the van Stockum metric. We begin with an outline description of the Weyl
tensor.

In four dimensions, the Riemann tensor Robed has twenty independent components.

Amongst other symmetry properties,

Robed = -Rboed and Robed = -Robde, (1)

so the trace of the Riemann tensor over the first and second and over the third and fourth

indices vanishes. On the other hand, the trace over the first and third or over the second

and fourth indices defines the Ricci tensor, for example

(2)

Because of these symmetries, the Riemann tensor may be split into a trace free part and a

trace part,

1
Rob e d = Cob ed + '2 (go e Rb d + gb d Rc 0 - go d Rc b - gb e Rd 0) +

R
(; (gadgeb - goegdb).

Cob e d is the Weyl tensor and it has all the symmetry properties of the Riemann tensor in

(3)

addition to being trace free,

Cebed = O.

Since the Ricci tensor is given by Einstein's field equations
(4)

(5)
in a vacuum, where Rob = 0,

Cobed = Robed. (6)
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Thus the Weyl tensor is that part of the curvature not determined locally by the matter

distribution.

A.2.t Electric and Magnetic Weyl Tensors, Petrov classification and invariants

The algebraic properties of the Weyl tensor may be used to rank spacetimes according to

the Petrov classification. There is an analogy between this scheme and the classification

of the electromagnetic field into wave and non-wave types using the invariants of the

electromagnetic field tensor. See, for example, Landau and Lifshitz [31]. The analogy is

not complete, however, since the Petrov classification gives five types of gravitational

field.

The electric and magnetic Weyl tensors are defined [32], for an observer with a

timelike velocity vector u, as

Eac = Cabcd if tI, H QC = ~ecdel Ca~1 J tI,
where Eac = Eca, £Do = 0, Eac zf = 0, Hac = Hca, Haa = 0, (7)

Haczf=O,

and eo b cd is the completely alternating unit tensor. Thus the complex Weyl tensor

f"* Cl. C ef\...abc d = Q b cd + 2' I ec del ab' (8)

may be characterised by

-Qac = C'abcd J tI = s., + i Hac, (9)
where

Qac=Qca, Q~=O, Qaczf=O. (10)

In the frame of the observer, uD = (0,0,0,1) and Qab can be written as a three-

dimensional tensor -Qap = C~4P4' where a,{3 = (1,2,3). The components of Qap form

a (3 x 3) symmetric complex matrix Q and hence we have the eigenvector equation

Qv=A.v. (11)

The number of independent eigenvectors (one, two or three) gives three of the Petrov

types, possible degeneracy of the eigenvalues giving the remaining two.
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Bonnor [30) considered the two invariants L and M, each formed from the electric

and magnetic parts of the Weyl tensor,

(12)

remarking on their resemblance to the invariants E2 - B2 and E.B of electromagnetism.

A.2.2 Electric and Magnetic spacetimes

In vacuum spacetimes, if a timelike unit vector u can be found such that Ha b = 0 then

the spacetime is said to be purely electric. Similarly, if u can be found such that Eo b = 0,

the spacetime is said to be purely magnetic. Note that Eo b +Ha b = 0 => flat spacetime.

In fluid-dynamic spacetimes, the four-velocity is conventionally chosen for u. There

are spacetimes however, where using the four-velocity for u results in mixed spacetimes,

ie. Eab =1= 0 and Hob =1= 0, whereas vectors can be found that make the same spacetimes

purely electric in some region. The van Stockum interior and Godel inhomogeneous

metrics are examples of this kind. In other non-vacuum spacetimes, the choice of u is

open.

The idea of the scheme is the possibility of being able to associate physical

characteristics, for example the presence of gravitational radiation, with different kinds

ofWeyl tensor in trying to give physical interpretation to solutions of the field equations.

For example, Bruni et a1 [33) suggested that Hob = 0 implies absence of gravitational

radiation. Bonnor [30) showed that in Petrov type N and type ill spacetimes Eab Eab =
Hob Hob> 0, supporting the existing view that type ill spacetimes contain gravitational

radiation. However, the attempted association of the electric/magnetic nature of the

Weyl tensor with physical characteristics remains problematic. For instance, there are

counter-examples [14, 15) to the conjecture that rotation contributes to Hob and there are

non-rotating spacetimes that have non-zero Hob.
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A.2.3 Electric and Magnetic spacetimes: the van Stockum solution

Calculations with the Weyl tensor are readily carried out using Mathematica and

MathTensor software. For the van Stockum interior in the co-rotating coordinate frame
the line element is,

Using the four-velocity

lfI = (0,0,0, 1), (14)

the electric and magnetic parts of the Weyl tensor are given by

-tal 0 0 0
0 tal 0 0Eab = 1"
0 0 -} a2 exp(a2 r2) r2 0
0 0 0 0

(15)
0 -a3 r 0 0

Hah= -a3 r 0 o 0
0 0 o 0
0 0 o 0

Thus the Weyl tensor is mixed electric and magnetic and the idea of rotation contributing

to Hab is supported. However, by putting lfI = (0,0, x, y), then solving the

simultaneous equations

{gab lfI J' = -1, Hob = O}

for x andy, it turns out that the timelike unit vector
(16)

Ii'= x( 0,0,{2 a, *(1 +2"lh~1-4a2,,2)}

wherex = (~ 1-4a2,,2 + ~ 1-4a2,,2 r (17)

gives
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- E II = E22 = !a2 (3 ~ 1 - 4 a2 r2 - 1),

a2 exp(a2 r2)r2 (202 r2 + -Yl- 4a2 r2 + 1)2
E33 = ----;--",,:-:--;:==;::;::-_..;._

6(1-4a2r2+-Y1-4a2r2)

2 a4 exp(02 r2) r2
E44 = -;-~~~r===:=::;::-

3 (1 - 4 a2 ,1 + -Y1 - 4 a2 r2r
a3 exp(a2 r2)r2 (4a2 r2 + 3 -Y1- 4a2 r2 -1)E34 = E43 = -----....;,_,,--=--=-- ..;_

24a2,1 -6
all other Eab = 0,

and

Hab =0. (19)

Noting that the vector u in (17) is timelike and of unit length only for ar < 112,the

interior in this case could be classed as electric. This was first shown by Bonnor [30] and

is of interest in light of his demonstration [5] that the exterior with aR < 112may be

rendered 'locally static', albeit only by using a periodic time coordinate in the

transformation.
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The cumulative drag index

A.J.t Definition of the drag index

The cumulative drag index is a parameter defined recently by Prasanna [34] and

generalised by Prasanna and Iyer [16]. It characterises intrinsic features of stationary

axisymmetric spacetimes by considering the forces acting on both co- and counter-

orbiting test particles. The index is given by

C = (C! + Co - G)
(C! + Co + G)' (1)

where Cl. Co and G are the centrifugal, Coriolis and gravitational accelerations

respectively which act on a test particle in circular orbit in a stationary axisymmetric

spacetime. The index is made possible by a covariant definition of inertial forces in

general relativity for static spacetimes by Abramowicz et al [35] which they recently

extended to general spacetimes [36].

It may seem a retrograde step to re-introduce the concept of force into gravitational

theory when general relativity so successfully does away with the idea in favour of the

curved spacetime description. However, the work of Abramowitcz and others has led to

discoveries concerning centrifugal reversal, reversal of the Rayleigh stability criterion

and ellipticity of certain contracting, rotating matter configurations amongst others [37]

and may be relevant to some astrophysical situations [16]. Of particular relevance to this

thesis is its applicability to both the van Stockurn and rotating dust cloud solutions.

The drag index and the component accelerations may be readily calculated, analysed and

plotted using Mathematica and MathTensor software. For the general axisymmetric

metric,

<Js2 = g" dJ2 + g,U} dfP + g~~d¢J2 + 2 g~ t d~ dt +gtt d?, (2)

the components of the individual accelerations are given by
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Cot = _A2 (0 _W)gtfJtfJ0i (gtfJ t),
gtfJl/J

CVI A2 (0- W)2 ~ I { ~I/J )
:I = - gl/J tfJVi 0 ,

2 ~t - gttgtfJtfJ

where A is the redshift factor, 0 is the angular velocity of the test particle and w is the

(3)

angular velocity of the zero angular momentum observer who is thus in a fixed position

with respect to the 'gravitational field'. A and w are defined by

(4)

A.3.2 The van Stockum interior

Since the van Stockum metric is cylindrically symmetric, only the radial components of

the accelerations are non-zero. Substituting the metric coefficients into the general

expressions gives the following values for the van Stockum interior,

2 a2 + 20 a + (4a4 r4 - 5a2 r2 + 1)02 - 6a3 r2 0C=----=--~---~__.:...,_
(a2 r2 - 1)0 (2a (a r2 0 - 1)- 0) (5)

G=

Co = _ 2a3 r3 (w - 0)
(a2 r2 -1) (a2 02 r4 - 2a r2 n - r2 02 + 1), (6)

It is clear from G and Co that the gravitational and Coriolis accelerations are infinite

at ar = 1 which is another constraint on the interior metric indicating that we must have

ar < 1. From the numerator of Clwe can see that there is an orbit of zero centrifugal

force at r = (aY'3r1 and this is the radial coordinate at which the Weyl tensor is zero, as
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described in Section 4.1.

The index C 'blows up' at ar = 1, as it does for test particles with

2a
n = 0, n= 2 a2 r2 _ 1 . (7)

This is because (Cl+ Co + G) = 0 for those values of n, thus the test particles must be

following circular geodesics. n = 0 shows the angular momentum of the dust particles

consituting the cylinder - the particles are at rest in the co-moving frame. The other value

of n turns out to describe counter-rotating geodesics in agreement with the findings of

Section 4.3.1, but here the results were found without having to solve the geodesic
equations.

Plotting the drag index confirms these results. Since n is the angular velocity of test

particles, it make sense to restrict the range of n so that it does not exceed the value for

light. The speed of light may be obtained from the metric for the interior,

&2 =exp(-a2,.2)(cJz2+ d,.2) +,.2 (1- if ?) d¢} +2 a ?d4> dt- &2, (8)

by setting dz = dr = 0 then solving for &2 = 0 to get d¢/dt for light moving tangentially
to circular orbits. This gives

(9)

Putting a = 1 and r = 1/4 gives a plot where the infinities show the dust particle geodesic

with n= 0 and a test particle geodesic with n= -16/7.
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Figure A3.1 The index with a = 1 at r = 114.

With a = 1 and r = 10/21 the plot shows the dust particle geodesic with n = 0 and a test

particle geodesic with n = - 882 / 241, which is approaching the velocity of light.

C
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n

-20

-30

Figure A3.2 The index with a = 1 at r = 10/21.

With a = 1 and r = 3/4 the plot shows only the dust particle geodesic with n = O. The

other circular geodesic is spacelike.
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Figure A3.3 The index with a= 1 at r =3/4.

A.3.3 Bonnor's dust cloud

Substituting the metric coefficients into the general expressions of Section A.3.1 gives

the following values for circular orbits in the dust cloud metric, the superscripts r and z
indicating the directions of the accelerations

G' = 4 h2 r (z2 - 2 ,-2) GZ = _ 12~ ,-2 Z

R2 (J?6 - 4 h2 r2) , R2 (J?6 - 4 h2 r2) ,

Cor = 2 h,.J R (3~ +4 h2 (,-2 - 2 z2»(w - 0)
(J?6 - 4 h2 rl) (J?6+ 4 h r2n R3 + r2 (4 h2 r2 - R6) 02) ,

6 h,-2 R (It' +4 h2 ,-2) z (w - 0)Coz = ~~--.~--~~~~~~--~~~--.~
(R6 - 4h2 rl) (R6 + 4hr2 OR3 + r2 (4h2 r2 - J?6)02)'

r r (R8 + 12h2 ,.2 (,.2 - z2»(w - 0)2
Cl = - R8+4hr20R5+rl(4h2r2-R6)02R2'

Z 24~ r4 z(w-O)2
cl = - R8 + 4hr20R5 +r2 (4h2 r2 - J?6)02 R2 •

There does not seem to be any constraint on the value of h, whereas the van Stockum

(10)

(11)

(12)

equations did constrain the value of ar. The denominators of both components of the

gravitational and Coriolis accelerations are multiplied by the term (It' - 4 ~ ,.2). From
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Section 6.2.3 however, R6 = 4 h2 ,2 defines the surface within which null geodesics must

have P lP > O. Therefore as this surface is approached, the gravitational and coriolis

accelerations on orbiting test particles tend to infinite values. It appears that within the

surface the gravitational acceleration is directed outwards. The validity of (11) and (12)

for the other forces within the surface is uncertain since ¢ is time like there.

By putting n = 0 and substituting w from (4) we can examine the accelerations acting

on the dust particles. These are

r 4h2r(z2-2,2) GZ = _ 12h2,2z
G = R2 (R6 _ 4 h2 r2) , R2 (R6 _ 4 h2 r2) , (13)

4 h2,3 (3R6 + 4 h2 (,2- 2z2» Co' = 12 h2,2 (ft> + 4 h2 ,2)z
Co' = u (14)

R2 (R6 - 4 h2 r2)2' R2 (R6 - 4 h2 r2)2

4 h2 r (R8 + 12 h2 (r4 - ,2 z2» 96 h4 ,4 z
Cl' = - Clz = - (15)

R2 (R6 - 4 h2 r2)2' R2 (R6 - 4 h2 r2)2

Clearly, all these expressions 'blow up' on the toroidal surface ft> = 4 h2 ,2. However, it

is easy to check that

a' + Co' + Cl' = GZ + Co' + Cf" = 0,

as expected for the dust particles which are on geodesic orbits.

(16)
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